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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 13. 1907.
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Member of Miners Executive
WOUNDS
Board Makes Strong Charges Against Acting
Startling Testimony In Prison
President.
Investigation at Santa
Fe From

Acting Secretary Kir wan Broke Completely Down When
His Biblical Guide Was
Alakes Strong Statement
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In His Annual Report
to Convention.
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Members Compelled to Use Registered Mall In Communicating
With Haywood's Attorneys.
Officials Declare Adams
Will Not Testify.

Recovered Hlmselt In a Few Minutes and Went Ahead With His
Usual Story of Crime-M- ay
be Excused This
Week.

Denver, Colo., June 13. "A total
fifty-on- e
new local unions organized, and the admittance of over 15,- 000 new members by Initiation during
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1907,
Is the reply of the Weatern Federation of Miners to the Mine Owners'
Association and their faithful allies,
the officials of Colorado and Idaho,
in their attempts to disrupt our organization by kidnapping our officers
.ind charging
them with almost
every crime known on the calendar,"
said Acting Secretary-TreasurJas.
Klrwan in his annual report to the
Western Federation of Miners' convention today.
Klrwan is acting
for Secretary
Haywood during the latter's enforced
absence. He has Just returned from
Boise, Idaho, where he has been attending the Haywood trial.
Intolerable Conditions.
The total membership of the federation Is given as forty thousand.
The total receipts for the fiscal
year were $224,865;
expenditures
J1M0.096.
The contributions to the Moyer,
Haywood and Pettibone defense fund
were 187,787; disbursements $79,616.
An office has been established In
Trinidad, Colo., Secretary Klrwan reports, for the purpose of facilitating
the work of organizing the coal miners, but "the intolerable conditions
under which the men employed In
southern Colorado are compelled to
work, make it a hard matter to perfect their organization, as federation
members will not remain In that district any length of time."
Messages Tampered With.
The Western Federation
is not
transacting any business of importance in Boise by the use of the telegraph. All communications are by
mail, and the letters are mostly registered and carry special delivery
etamps to make sure that they will
bt delivered to the addressee.
This precaution Is declared to be
necessary because the prosecution in
Boise, it Is alleged, is getting copies
of all telegraphic
communications
passing from or to the attorneys for
Is
the defense.
charged at the
It
federation headquarters in Denver
that this tampering with their messages has been going on for several
weeks.
The acting officials here say that
nothing they send over the wires Is
private, consequently they are compelled to resort to the more certain
but slower method of using the
malls. This has proved a decided
handicap on several occasions, they
declare, and they cite their inability
to make private communications over
the wire to or from Boise as another
species of persecution they claim they
are being subjected fo.
Adams Will not Testify.
"Steve Adams will not testify for
the prosecution in the Haywood
Case."
This was the positive declaration of
Acting Secretary James Klrwan to
the convention. The federation leader
who returned from Boise last night
assured the delegates that Haywood's
lawyers have assurances from Adams
hat he will repudiate his "confession" if he is placed on the stand by
the prosecution.

Boise. Idaho, June 13. After withstanding with marvelous strength of
nerve an I muscle, a week's examination that was one prolonged confession of crime, Harry Orchard broka
down today and for a few moments
wept like a child.
His unnerving came with the story
of his conversion, confession, and the
mention of King David, the murderer, a Biblical figure which is supposed
to have been Orchard's later guide.
Broke Completely Down.
The defense had given a solemn
tone to the scene preceding the meeting between Orchard and Detective
McParland. to whom he confessed,
by showing that Orchard was first Illegally brought to the penitentiary
and thrust into almost solitary confinement.
His only cell neighbor was Bob
Wetter, a condemned murderer.
Then came the first McParland interview and the story of David and
Uriah.
Orchard tried to hold back his
tears but lost the struggle. Tears
streamed from his eyes, and reaching
for his handkerchief he buried his
face in his hands.
The questions went on mercilessly
as before, but it was a full three minutes before the answers were, coming
in the old mire tones.
Did lie Play to Gallery?
The defense, carrying the confession forward, tried to show that McParland had played a disreputable
part in the "Molly McGuires," and
that he had promised Orchard immunity in exchange for the confession.
The early part of the examination
as to the Steunenberg
crime, was
largely devoted to en effort to show
that Orchard had purposely been
public in his actions at Caldwell and
sought to attempt to draw attention
to himself and his crimes.
Knd in Night.
It now seems probable that Orchard, who has laid the foundation
for the state's case against Haywood,
will be allowed to leave the stand
Saturday afternoon.
The state will not take much time
with redirect examination.
Tells of Conversion.
Orchard, Just before the noon adjournment, in low shaken tones, told
the story of his conversion, how,
when in the penitentiary, he thought
of his past life and contemplated putting himself out of the way, and that
he then decided to make a clean
breast of It all.
He said that he had some to feel
that the grave did not end all.
His story was told in the hushed
court room, the silence only being
broken by the drone of Orchard's
voice.
orcnaru also testitied he was a
Mason when he lived In Canada and
a member of Colburn lodge.
Orchard MnK Pea body.
Former Governor Peabody and Orchard met face to face In the office
of Attorney J. II. Hawley a few minutes after recess today.
Orchard recognized
Peabodv at
once and shrank back trembling.
The former governor smilingly held
out his hand saying: "How are you,
Orchard?"
Orchard broke down completely.
He said: "I am ashamed to speak to
you."
The
him In
a few words, and Orchard said: "I
am thankful I didn't kill you and that
I am spared the
thought of that
crime."
Different Trngedie.
During his examination,
Orchard
has admitted the following crimes:
The Bunker Hill and Sullivan explosion occurred in 1899. Neither
Moyer nor Haywood were in the
Coeur d'Alene country at that time,
and had no participation in the deed,
nor does it appear that tftey had
knowledge of it until all the world
knew what had been done. The killing of the two men by Orchard
through that explosion Is yet to be
traced In some way to Haywood's
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Two Killed.
Santa Cruz. Cal., June 13. A disastrous accident occurred yesterday
about seven miles from Santa Cruz
on the Big Trees line of the Southern
Pacific.
James Forester, an engineer, and
Charles Capelll. both employed by
the Southern Pacific, met death in a
head-o- n
collision between two
one a narrow gauge and the
a
other broad gauge.
Quadruple Murderer Dead.
Itloomington, III., June 13. Thomas Baldwin, slayer of four persons,
died in Jail here today from nervous
collapse, aged 68. February 2S, at
Arrowsmlth. he shot Mrs. Klin Klse-nia- n
and daughter Cora, and Thomas
Kennedy and wife. He had also been
charged with criminal assault upon
the Kiseman girl.
TO
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Charlie Junes, a saloon man of
Kettner. N. M., is in the city to- day, and he .stated
to friends
that he proposes going to Santa a
IV thisi
to
evening
prefer
charges against an officer of the a
mounted police force. He says 4
he expects to meet Captain For- - 4
notT at i.atiiy. en route to
the
capital.
a
Among the charges which. It a
is said. Jones will make, is that a
the officer in question came into a
his saloon Tuesda.v evening, used a
violent !.niKU.ii.v and going be- - a
hi
the bar. find two shots, a
driving Jones out of the saloon, a
It is aid he uil! chaige that a
he ! e.itlv siv. this policeman a
point ,1 un .it a negro piison- ei's face and threaten to kill a
him without provocation while a
was chained to a a
the

a
a bed.

pri-on-

iuitTttitrnriti

door.

Then came the plan to derail the
train of the Florence & Cripple Creek
road in the Cripple Creek district.
The spikes were pulled and every- ming was reaay ror tne ratastrophe,
when, Orchard says, he Informed the
company of what was intended, and
thus that tragedy was avoided.
Next was the explosion in the Vindicator shaft by which the superintendent ami forenun of the mine
were killed.
Orchard admits that at the lime he
arranged for the derailment of the
train and the explosion of the infernal machine
in the
Vindicator
shaft he did not know either Moyer,
Haywood or Pettibone.
It was after the Vindicator explosion that he went from Cripple Creek
to Denver and got acquainted
with
the three defendant
and w lien lie
niade this trip he did It under
with the Pinkeiton detectives employed, one by the r
companies and one by the Mine
Owners' association, the Pinker! ms
gelling htm free transpot tatioi to
amt from Denv er and supply ing Inn,
with tlie money for the trip.
Connects Haywood
He connects Haywood and the others with the Vindicator tragedy and
the derailment of the train by stating
that he conversed with them on the

UPTTOAYS

St. John, of Nevada. Says That
THEN SLAPPED IN FACE
Mahoney Permitted Violence at
Industrial Workers' ConvenTrellord Endangered Llfe of Pristion. Making No Protest
oner Because of Petty Breach
Against Such Acts.
of Discipline. Other
Denver. Colo., June 13. A sensaInstances of

OKLAHOMA'S COXSTTTUTIOX

AS

occasion of this trip under the patronage of the Plnkertons and that
Haywood approved of the deeds and
paid him money for them.
Orchard frankly admits that the
occasion of this trip was an understanding with the Plnkertons that he
'ould attempt to lead Haywood and
tile other federation leaders into the
commission of violence. He further
e'eima that he deceived the Pinker-ton- s
as to what really ocourred between himself and Haywood on this
cccasion and that while professing to
the Pinkertons to be working in good
faith to carry out their plans he was
deceiving them and was in hearty accord with Haywood and Moyer.
After this interview Orchard
returned to Cripple Creek. He admits
that in advance of the blowing up of
the Independence depot he had not
communicated his intention to Haywood, but that he operated
under
general instructions from Haywood
and Moyer to "cut things loose" in
the district. Neither Haywood, Moyer nor Pettibone knew that he was
the party who had pulled off that
horrible deed until, after doing so, he
met them in Denver and acquainted
them with the fact. They, he says,
approved of it then, however, and
paid him more money.
I.ytc Gregory Murder.
As to the murder of Lyte Gregory
he practically admitted that neither
Moyer nor .Haywood had anything to
do with that crime unlil after Us
commission. What he claims is
Pettibone suggested to him In the
afternoon that he kill Gregory and
he killed him that night.
Then followed the alleged attempts
upon tne lives or judges Gahhert and
ioddard, D. H. Moffat and Governor
Peabody. He plainly places the responsibility for these attempts upon
the three prisoners.
Orchard does claim, however, that
before going to Iihtjo to murder
Steunenberg Haywood" and his two
alleged confederates had knowledge
of his purpose and counseled and ad-
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TIU'. CONVENTION IS STRICTLY PROUHIITIOX.

WILL PUBLISH ONLY THIRD

CLOUD

BURST

PASSES OVER

tion occurred in the convention of
the Western Federation of Miners
today when Acting President C. K.
Mahoney read his report.
It presages a break between the
Weste-- n
Federation of Miners ami
the Industrial Workers of the World,
and perhaps a serious fight in tho
ranks of the Federation itself.
Mahonoy, In his report, said that a
resolution had been adopted in the
meeting of the union of Butte charging hlni with using the funds of the
Federation to help the Industrial
Workers, and also charging Mahoney
w:m oeing a traitor.
Denies Charges.
Mahoney denied the charges and
aaked that written charges be filed
before the present convention, and
that he be given a chance to defend
himself.
He said that If the charges proved
true he would ask the convention to
expell him from membership.
The charges aro based on alleged
acl!m cf Mahorcv and some other
federatlin men a, 'he last convention of the InO.istrlal Workers held
In Chicago.
Says Ho Hired Thugs.
Vincent St. John, of Ooldfteld..
a member of the executive
board of the Federation, and one of
tne rour Federation men at the Industrial Workers convention, in his
report to the miners convention, said
that the minority in the former convention, supported
by Its officers,
stole all the offices, and refused to
make any report of the condition
of funds, delaying the meetings In
order to tire out the delegates.
St. J Jin declared that the officers
employed thugs to slug those who
protested against these high handed
proceedings.
He said he himself was hit with a
slingshot. Mahoney, fit. John charged, was l resent when the thugs were
employed and made no protest.
He said also that John McMullen,
a member of the Federation executive board, knew of the employment
of the thugs, and conspired with C.
O. Sherman, of the Industrial Workers, and others, to steal the oltlces
and run the convention with a high
hand.
Up to one o'clock when the convention adjourned for the day In hon
or of the foundation of Butte union
No. 1, no charges had been officially
filed against Mahoney or others.
CHICAGO WANTS
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Japanese

Government Advises Toklo Newspapers to
Abstain From Agitation.

Much Damage Done to Farms,
and Towns Are Threatened With Inundation.

AOKI MAINTAINS

ALL

R1VEKS

SILENCE POLICY

Tokio. June 13. The newspaper
men of this city were summoned before the home department today,
and were officially advised to abstain
from the publication of any matter
of inllammatory character concerning the American question.
Without exception, a promise was
given that only conservative accounts will hereafter appear In Tokio
papers.
Ambassador silent.
Washington, L). C, June 13. Continuing his policy of adding nothing
in the way of comment or facts to
the discussion of the Japanese- Incident, Viscount Aoki,
American
the Japanese ambassador, today denied himself to newspaper men and
no statement was issued from the embassy relative to the reported development of strength in the opposition
party in Japan.
Aoki is understood to take the view
that there are 110 matters of difference
between the United .States and
vised It.
Japan which are not capable of adjustment If allowed to be considered
on their merits.
FIREMEN OVERCOME
It is said to be this view that leads
him, to deprecate the publication in
this country
of the propoganda
AT FACTORY BLAZE which is being used in Japan to influence votes in the fall for members
of the lower house in the Japanese
New York. June 13. Fire in a big legislative body.
piano factory at Seventeenth street
and Southern
in
boulevard
the
Bronx, gave the fireman a hard fight METCALF ARRIVES AT
early today.
The building was destroyed but the
flames were kept from spreading.
NAVY YARD SAFE
A dozen firemen were overcome by
smoke.
The loss Is $160,000. partially covered by Insurance. The building was
Washington. June 13. The
occupied by the Winter
Company
boat Dolphin, with Secretary
and Heller & Brooks.
of War Metcalf and party on board,
arrived at the navy yard at 11 o'clock
today.
I HIE DAMAGES BIG
JUU KAXCH AT GARUSRAD
The supposition that prevailed all
Carlsbad, N. M.. June IS. Word day yesterday that the Dolphin had
was brought to this city that the met with accident, was due to the
range of the Merchant Live Stock fact that she left the exposition at
company on the plains, 65 miles east Jamestown much later than her
of Carlsbad, has been nearly consum- scheduled time. There was no daned by lire. The grass, which Is ex- ger to either the ship or the secreceedingly dry, was set fire In som tary's party at any time.
unknown manner and it burned for
three days.
ANNUAL MEETING
OF
Is u Jap Captain.
13
Galveston. Texas. June
Ayuna, purporting to be the repre
COMMERCIAL CLUB
sentative of a Japanese syndicate in
the colonization of his countrymen
in Texas and other states, has been
identified as an officer in the mikado's army.
The Commercial club will
A document
bearing the royal seal 4 meet tonight, at lis rooms, in
4
was found In his possession, showing
annual session, for the purpose
of electing directors and
for 4
tint he Is a captain of artillery.
4 transacting a large amount of
4 important business. All business 4
BITI'llIt relations
are urged to attend.
WITH MKXICO 44 men
A communication will be read 4
it the meeting from Captain H.
Y
1
Kuppe tn regard to tne Alhu- Special to The Evening Citizen.
oui'iitie armory Uestion. While
Washington, D. C. June 13.
iKi'liun ileiiniie mav be done
Ambassador Ci eel says that Mr.
l.v th- - (!til. It Is expected that
Coot s proposed trip to Mexico
a loniniil'i-- - will h" appointed
will serve to solnlifv more close- 111 rais- '! tlli' t '.iiit.iiii, Knjipe
l.v. the present amiable lelations
fuif.d.S to pur- - 4
lieress
between tlie I'nitei) States and
ch
i.ve the ami.
4
tlie southern republic. Washing- ial fair and other 4
The
ton looks favorably upon this
4 equally prominent matters will 4
phase of the visit.
be dis
4'
C C S 4 9 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
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Lexington,
Ky.,
June 13. The
third cloudburst within a week passcentral and eastern Kentucky
during last night and this morning
doing great damage to farms.
In many places the crops are practically ruined.
The rivers are rapidly rising and
several towns are threatened with inundation.
Series of Cloudbursts.
The first cloudburst a week ago
practically destroyed the town of
Gradyvllle, killing several
people.
The second passed over the surrounding country, but killed no one, though
It did a vast amount of damage.
The storm last night was more a
series of cloudbursts than the first
two. Its extent was greater, though
it covered practically the same coun
try as the first.
ed over
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cago, the two leading national political conventions to be held next year,
will be formed at once by a joint exe-

cutive committee representing
republicans and democrats.
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Special to The Cltlxen.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 13. Although the Investigation of charges
of cruel and inhuman treatment of
convicts in the territorial penitentiary only started at. 8 o'clock this
morning, the testimony secured thus
far is so startling as to more than
warrant the removal from office of
the superintendent, Arthur Trelford
Colonel George Prichard, attorney
general, conducted the investigation.
Captain Trelford was represented bjr
Attorney R. H. Hanna. The statements of witnesses were taken before
H. Li. Baca, a notary public.
Frank J. Hhearon was the stenographer for the attorney general
and K. A. Johnson for the superintendent.
First Witness Hough Klder.
Timothy Bieen, an
and
member of the Rough Riders wh)
was severely wounded In Cuba, wat
the first witness.
Breen was formerly assistant ceil
house captain. He testitied under
oath that - William Meyers, a con
vlct serving- a sentence for burglary,
was strung up by the wrists In a dark
cell because he had stepped to the
barred window In the bathroom to
warm himself In the sunlight on bit
ter cold winter morning when the
healing of the prison was defective.
Breen Obeyed Cruel Order.
Breen admitted that he had been
given the order to string the man up
and that he obeyed the order. He
said he was told to give the man
Just enough bread and water to keep
him alive.
Breen's description of how the punishment for this minor offense wan
administered, is a harrowing tale.
Handcuff's and Heavy t'lutlns.
Meyers' wrists were lirst handcuffed and then chained to the wall. He
was placed in such a position that
with his arms extended above his
head, he could scarcely move without excruciating pain.
in this position the defenseless
convict was kept for seventeen day
of from ten to fourteen hours each.
Fainted. I'roui WeuknesM.
Breen stated that on the sixteenth
day, Meyers fainted twice from weakness,
his limbs collapsing beneath
him, leaving him suspended by the
wrists. Tlie sufferings of the man
must have been terrible during these
periods.
Assistant
Superintendent
Sample, accord Ing to Breen's testimony, then said: "I do not know
how that fellow lives, some one must
be feeding him."
"He 1im All In," Said Ltreen.
On the seventeenth day, Breen said
he told Sample that Meyers was
"about all in."
On the afternoon of the same day,
Trelford. walked up to where the
man was strung up and said; "How
do you feel?"
Meyers remonstrated
against the
terrible treatment.
Trelford shipped Siifferln-Man.
Thereupon,
slapped
Trelford
Meyers' pale haggurd face. The suffering convict would have fallen td
the floor from weakness and pain
but for the fact that he was still
trussed up by the wrists and secure--l- y
held by a heavy chain. Breen said
that while he was accustomed to
hard sights, the affair so sickened
him that he turned his face away
to avoid the sight.
Followed by Dark Cell.
Trelford apparently slapped th
convict again for Breen testified that
he heard two more slaps but did
not see them as above stated.
Trelford
than harshly ordered
Meyers released from the handcuffs
and told the guards to place him ia
a dark cell and give him three quarter rations.
Breen said the convict
was still undergoing this punishment
when he (llreen) left the prison.
Not a Vicious lrlouer.
Breen stated that Meyers, during
the time he had charge of him. was
a well behaved prisoner and showed
no vicious or refractory traits.
Kicked Atfed Convict.
Another Instance of brutal treatment was related by Breen. He said
ArmiJo Gomez. 65 years of age, was
kicked severely by Steward, a guard
in the presence
ot Sample, who
laughed heartily.
When Blood IToucd Freely.
Breen stated that Charles Brown,
a convict had been given a severe
beating by Sample. When the chastisement was finished. Sample's hands
and coat sleeves were covered with
blond from the prisoner's wounds.
lirown on the other
hand was
st rung up to his cell door covered
with blood as he was. and then
struck with closed lists.
ors Vet to Come.
It is understood that even nine
harrowing stories of the treatment
of
tonvl' ts are yet to be told including
the case of a convict named Uallegos,
who. it is said, was struck over t!i- head with a bluni instrument until
er
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WHEEL

900 Pounds of Metal Rolled Not Fully identified.

Onto Ancocus

ButCIotn-in-

g

Is That of Naval

Corcoroto.

Man.

With his body twisted and doubled
like a Jack knife, his head Jammed
against the floor, his nose broken and
suffering from many bruises, Ancocus
Corcoroto, a native employed in the
American Lumber company's mill at
Kettner, N. M., lay beneath a huge
wheel weighing nine hundred pounds,
until his feJlow workmen extricated
him from its grasp of death. He suffered severe, and possibly fatal, internal injuries.
The accident occurred
near the
closing hour at the big mill Tuesday
evening, Corcoroto being engaged in
oiling and cleaning the big wheel,
which In some manner unknown to
him became loosened and rolled onto
him before he could spring to safety.
Conif Minion Saved Him.
With Its great weigh, It was slowly
crushing the life from his body when
cempanions, who had x.itnessed the
accident, moved it away.
I'hysiclans were immediately summoned and after treatment at Kettner. he was brought to tills city and
placed In St. Joseph hospital.
Today he Is somewhat improved.
ihoiiKh his back is badly bruised ami
his internal injuries are paining him
Kii ally.

Norfolk. Va., June 13. A .eport
from
exposition
the Jamestown
grounds says that the body of one of
the eleven men lost from the launch
of the battleship Minnesota, was today found floating In Hampton
Koads. . It has not been fully ideu-litie-

dis-IKit-

.

Cruelty.

d.

Tlie officials of the fleet are firmly
settled in their belief that the launch
was run down by a coal carrier and
instantly sunk with all on board, the
fog in the harbor preventing her occupants from seeing the big vessel
until too lata
The body washed ashore is only
partially clothed, but Is evidently that
of one of the midshipmen. All points
In this vicinity have been ordered to
watch for holies or wreckage from
the launch.
BLACK

HUNDRED

ASSAILS

JEWS

H. M.
Jin-13
Private dispatcher fiom o.i-ss- .i
.rt that the case
IS AFICAIIt
i:i'.sM
of the l ical Jews is as desperate as
OF CHINESE DKAtiON befuie the l.ite.i
.
I
1.
l III
nII il. l.i,.
"The I'.iack Hundred" are assailing
IWUM.I S
11
1J.
mill JUIIIT 11
reconstruction in the far east ap- Jews in the stieets hourly and the
pears to be bused on her fear of hospitals .are crowded with the
( 'hnia.
w ounded.
Notwithstanding her lack of mon
The Jews
convinced that Govey, Bussla Is endeavoring to greatly ernor Generalai Cilagolow has
incited
sirengtiien ner Siberian border.
tlie populace against them.
-

ina.-s.ier-
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Albuquerque City Directory 1907

Make Your Dollars Earn Money
Classified Advertisements!
i--i
?

ow

Lost.

Is your Lost Anything you vm except your
reputation la sure to be found by a
in The
want ad in The Citizen's want colwill
want
column
Evening Cltlten'a
umn.
amure you of plenty of employee
M ONEV LOST.
WANTED.
th"e
MONEY LOST Every day in
WANTED Four gentlemanly boys at year by advertising the wrong way.
the Alvarado hotel to act as bell A Citizen want ad is money saved and
boys.
results assured. Send in your want
Situation a child's nurse. ad todny.
.WANTED
Address MM Louise Hitchcock,
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN'S.
care Citizen office.
WANTED Ladies, to do house to
house advertising in Albuquerque,
fall W. L. Hoist. Kturges hotel.
carpenters On
once,
WANTED At
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
bridge men. waitress, etc.
515 .Horses, Wagons and other Chattsls:
Agency,
Employment
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
Smith First street.
second-- 1 HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
Gentleman's
WANTED
hand clothing. No. BIS South First an M high as $200. Loans art
street, south of viaduct. 8end ad-- 1 quicKiy made ana strictly pnvats
areas and will call. R. J. Sweeney, ' Time: One month to one year given
possession
Goods remain in your
proprietor.
!WANTED
People who want some- - Our rates are reasonable. Call and
thing, to advertise in The Citizen s see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an Steamship tickets to and from a''
hundred fold.
parts of the world.
WANTED To buy five teams or ten
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
be
single driving horses; must
303 4 West Railroad Ave.
sound and city broke. Bring aniPRIVATE OFFICES.
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
Open Evenings.
West Tljeras avenue, between 11 a.
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock

HELP WANTED If that
rrying need, a want ad

p. m.

MEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
day. If you are looking for a Job
put a want ad In The Evening Citizen's want column and it will do
the rest.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms.
419 Marquette avenue. Please call
from 12 till 3, or In the evening.
modern house
FOR RENT
234 north
cheap. See McQuade,
Walter street.
FOR RENT Two or three rooms
suitable for housekeeping; no Invalids or children desired, 702 East
Central avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
"FOR RENT Furnished rooms, in
nice, airy house, with board if desired; only one-ha- lf
block from
building.
Mrs.
Apply
Library
Chess, 124 South Edith.
and
room
RENT Dining
FOR
at Jemec
kitchen, all furnished,
Hot Springs; good opportunity for
people; none
a couple of first-claother wanted. J. B. lieock, Perea,
ss

N. M.

FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished
rooms, with modern bath, by the
day or week; all outside rooms;
'

one one-ha- lf
block east of the Alnew.
hotel; everything
varado
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad

'avenue.

RENT Light, airy well-fur- -.
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms openPrice, $1 per
ing on the outside.
up.
Minneapolis
House,
week and
E24 South Second. A. T. Devore,

FOR

Tilshed

Proprietor.

EMPIOYMEST.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
of securing it at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work tomorrow.
FOR SAXilU
FORSALE Ten'Yiative mules. Alexander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
county.
LE
FOR-SAFine young Jersey bull.
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
street.
lco. A. Blake
First
Completely equipped
FOR SALE
restaurant In good location. Will
be sold at a sacrifice, if taken at
P. O. Box No. 218.

once.

new
FOR SALE One seven-roobrick house, furnished complete,
good
farm
fine water, two acres
land close in. all fenced. Outhouses
and bam. Address "for sale" this
m

office.

FOl'ND.
FOUND Through the want column
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring returns for small expenditure. Try a
want ad and be convlnceu.
8TRAVED.
Fifth
STRAYED From 331 North
street, bay pony with halter and tie
rope. Reward
BARGAINS

ESTATE

REAL

OR SALE.
ood established nusl- on Second St..
okl und
Ix'twct'll
1,5(1(1.00
Silver avenue
brick liouse,
2,000.00
North Eighth St
l'lve-roohouse, 3
lot, near chops. .. $1,900.00
uiIoIh house,
1,000.00
Rarelas road
room
live- house, liuth. t'tc,
Met Marquette ... 2,000.00
Four-roobrick house
burn,
la rue
etc.,
near Xew York ave. 1,500.00
acre
Nine
ulfalfa
ranch, with three- room house, large,
burn, (.table, corral,
1,000.00
nor ih of Uihd
Xiiie-iicr- e
much, with
Hi km I
luiuse
Imrii, Ma Me, lots of
f
in".
liuiidnul
graM' lues, ultout
two ucres in alfalfa,
miiiUi
of
Indian
3,200.00
school
1

iii-h-

m

Six-roo- m

bi-lt'-

m

hit-roo-

rult-lxarii-

nm rent.

lnii k house. .
Three room
house.
neur
with
bath.
shlHIri
I .lulu room
house,
modern, So. I olll lll
street ... .

IS. 00

215
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EVELYN THAW IS KEEPING

MOUSE TO BE HEAR HARRY

Young Wife of Tombs Prisoner Sends
Him a Dainty Dish
Every Day.

--

115-11-

115-11-

s

Every Woman

46-4-
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1. 1
i
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Stop That Cold
i

r.-a-

25.00

drin-Kist-

.
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Margaret,
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But Here is How to Make Your Dollar Earn Money For You.
The Skidoo Treadwell Group of Mining Claims
PROPOSITIONgeological
A SECOND SKIDOO
every one In the mining
formations

I

1

If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The Evening Citizen.

MINERAL- WEAITH OF DEATH VALLEY IS KNOWN TO EVERY ONE.
THE FAMOl'B
Also of the Skidoo
Now have you heard of the Wild Rose Mining District In Inyo County. California?
of the IT. S. Steel Trust, and
property purchased at a cost of $3,000,000 by Charles M. Schwab,
being
now
big
extensively
paying
operated
dividends?
and
his wealthy associates, and which is
Have you heard of the rich strikes of gold In these properties and the Increased richness of the ore
THE SKI DOO HAS PAID IIHJ DIVIDENDS FROM
as greater depths are reached. THIS PROPERTY
GRASS ROOTS DOWN AND EVERY DAY THE REKl LTK ARE MORE STARTLING.
THE WILD ROSE DISTRICT AND THE fsKIIXMJ FORM PART AND PARCEL OF THE GREAT
NEVADA GOLD II EI T THE BEST PRODUCER AND THE RICHEST IN THE WORLD.
t

hoia-i'makc-

12.50

--

A.

Residence.

Hennessy, Mrs.
widow, res.
100 north Walter Btreet.
Hennessy, Wm. P., bookkeeper Snn
Jose Market, res. 100 north Walter
street.
Hennlng, II. I!., city editor Morning
ll
of the
world. The
burg Mines, known to
Journal, res. Commercial Club
building.
group are the same In every way as those upon these rich adjoining properties.
group has a large quartz ledge running through the entire property. In width
ll
Henrlci, Mrs. Ttertha. II., widow, res.
The
grass
roots show values
413 south Third street.
from 60 to 80 feet and exposed on the surface for 3.000 feet. Assays made at the
Henry. Alonzo C, res. 205 north
of from 82 cents (the lowest) to $15 (the highest) per ton which, in this district, means enormous values
below the surface.
Edith street.
ll
group of seven full claims, has
Mining Company, owning the
ll
Henry, Arthur A., manager Graham
The
par
per
share;
$1,250,000;
fully paid and noil assessable.
value $1.00
liros." club rooms, res. S09 eouth
been incorporated for
Uroadway.
The Hoard of Directors has authorized the sale of 100. 000 shares at 5 cents per share to he used
Henry, lnvlght L.. bartender, Graham
exclusively In development work, which has already been started. The contract has been let for a 100-foUrns., res. Garcia bldg.
shaft with cross cuts. When this shaft is completed this property will show values equal to any in the disHenry, Ir. John A physician, res.
trict.
205 north Kdith street.
Tou may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfield. Its stock sold at 5 cents rer share during the development period.
Herman, E., employe American LumThe surface assays of this property showed 4 2 cents to the ton less than half what
ll
assay
shows.
of the
ber Co., res. DU2 south Fourth
the lowest
THIS PROPERTY
SHIPPED
street.
MOHAWK IS NOW SELLING AT $17.00 A SHARE. RECENTLY
Hernandez, Santiago, employe Amer$700,000 IN GOLD AS THE RESULT OF A TWENTY DYS Rl'N. THE LEASERS HAVE REFUSED
ican Lumber Co., res. 1007 west
$:l.)00,000 cash for the ten months' lease which tlicy hold on the property.
Marble avenue.
Hernandez, Thomas, res. S2I Harelas
"Have You Read About the New Strike Last Sunday? The Richest Strike of All.
road.
IT IS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR WHICH YOU II WE BEEN LOOKING YOU CANNOT AFFORD
Hcrndnn, J. H., cashier State NationTO WAIT. FOR TIME IS MONEY TO YOU.
Hank, res. 216 north
al
Ninth
NOW, here Is a property sandwiched in between the richest gold properties In the mining world
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
street.
with plenty of water, fuel, transportation facilities and in fact, everything needed to develop a big propHemin, James, laborer, res. 1116
erty. PUT IN A FEW DOLLARS DRAW OUT THOUSANDS.
Williams street.
ll
Mining Company Is offering to the small Investor, upon easy .terms,
LAWYERS.
100.000
The
Hermann,
William H.. fireman Santa
shares of Its development stock at 6 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep In mind. Stock
Fe, res. 21 4 'i south Second street.
Ira M Bond.
will not be sold in blocks of less than $25, and the ofTer is open but THIRTY DAYS, for, at the end of that
Herrmann,
Emll, tinsmith, res. 02
time the first development shaft will have been completed andsthe true value of the property will appear.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, $1 F.Bt.
south Second street.
gone.
your
will
opportunity
be
Then
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pension
Herrmann, K. W., letter carrier, res.
There Is nothing of the wildcat In the proposition.
We want to talk to you about this opportunity.
414 west Hnzeldlne avenue.
copyrights,
land patents,
caveats
property stands flatly on Its merits. It will stand investigation. We want you to investigate. Call on
The
Herrmann. 'Louis, res. 902 south
patents,
letter
trade marks, claim
or address
Fourth street.
R. W. I), Bryan.
Hertzog, Leon, manager The Globe
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
store, res. Commercial Club bldg.
que, N. M. Office, First Nation
Hesselden. Wallace (Superior Lumber and Mill Co.), res. 1211 west
Bank building.
Roma avenue.
E. W. Dobson.
Hesselden, Wallace Jr., bookkeeper
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office
Standard Plumbing and Heating
Co., res. 1211 west Roma avenue.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M
AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Hewitt, Miss Nancy, teacher. Central
DENTISTS.
school, res. 120 south Walter street.
BOX
BLOCK
2
Heydt. Miss Gwynnie, employe Hubbs
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
laundry, res. 419 west Lead aveDental Surgeon.
nue.
Heydt, Hector A., inspector AlbuRooms 2 and 3, Barnett building. HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPO
querque Traction Co., res, 419 west
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Pbon
DIST.
Lead avenue.
No. 744. Appointments made by malt
res.
Heyn, Arthur H., bookkeeper,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
316 south Seventh street.
site the Alvarado and next door to
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
1014
Heyn,
res.
give
deputy
Fred,
sheriff,
Offlct St urges' cafe. Is prepared
to
north Second street.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:10 thorough scalp treatment, do hair
Hickey, Miss E. A., professor of
p. m. to S p. m. Both phones. Ap- dressing, treat corns, bunions and inEnglish, University, rea 114 north
growing nails.
She gives massage
pointments made by mall.
Walter street.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Hickey,
Mrs. Mary M., widow, res.
W. M. SHERIDAN," M. D.
Bambini's own preparation of com
114 north Walter street.
Homeopatlilo Physician and Surgeoa plexion cream builds up the skin and
M.
E., (Hickey & Moore),
Hickey,
and is
Occidental Life Building. Tele Improves the complexion,
res. 115 north Walter street.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
attorneys-at-laHickey & Moore,
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Barnett building.
DR. R. Li. UL'Sl.
and prevents dandruff and hair fallV
(Hickox & May- George
Hickox,
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
7
south
nard Co.), jeweler,
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgs removes moles, warts and superfluous
street,
res. same.
Second
Frequency Electrical
Hickox-Maynar- d
Current
and hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Co.; The. (Geo. W.
For any blemish of the
Hickox, T. Y. Maynard), Jewelers,
Germicide. Treatments given eacb machines.
Mrs. Bambini.
7
south Second street.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trainee face, call and consult
o
J. C.
Rutherford, salesman
Hicks,
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
lialdridge Lumber Co., res. 63a
Remarkable Rescue
DltS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
south Uroadway.
That truth is stranger than fiction.
Highland liarber Shop. Joseph Cas- Homeopaths,
has once more been demonstrated In
Xew York, June 13. Evelyn Thaw-iOver Van's Drug Store. 'Phon- e- the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the
niass, prop. 203 Vi east Railroad
keeping house!
She's going to
avenue.
Office and residence, 628.
residence of C. V. Pepper. He writes
say
cook,
too,
lead
friends
and
her
Highland Grocery, (Chas. Conroy,
'I was In bed entirely disabled with
DR. F. J. PATCU1N.
the simple life.
prop.). 501 south Arno street.
hemorrhages of the lungs and throat.
Physician and Surgeon.
With a great deal of mystery the Highland Livery Stable (Bambrook
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office Doctors failed to help me and all hope
Bros., props., 112 John street.
Thaws have moved from the Hotel
hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8 had fled when I began taking Dr.
(Herman
Market,
p. m. Phones, office 441, residence King's New Discovery. Then Instant
Lorraine and for several days the Highland Meat
prop.), 503 south Arno
Zwelgart,
soon
coughing
came.
The
relief
not
of Evelyn
were
696.
thereabouts
street.
ceased; the bleeding diminished rap- known even to her lawyers. The fact
DR. S. L. BURTON,
II. Briggs &
Idly, and in three weeks I was able
finally leaked out that she had rented Highland Pharmacy,east B.jtaiiroau
Physician and Surgeon.
ave
Co.. nropsi. 220
go
cure
to work." Guaranteed
for
a furnished house In I'arkay and
Albuquerque,
M.
Highland to
N.
nue.
coughs
colds. 50c and $1 at all
would remain In seclusion all sumNew dealers. and
office. 610 South Walter street.
M.
(Mrs.
Rooming House
Trial bottle free.
mer. A photograph the tlrst taken Highland
'phone 1030.
K. Heindel, prop), 204 east Bail-roa- d
- shows the modest place at No. 416
avenue.
w here
FEE'S GOOD, COLD TtOOT BEEI
Kvelyn will live.
Hildebrand, J. .!.. employe American
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
few personal belongings that
The
Lumber Co., res. 618 .New lorn
UNDERTAKER
she had with her at the Lorraine
avenue.
BORDERS
some pieces of furniture and pic- Hill, Mrs. Agne
widow, res. 624
tures Kvelyn has had removed to
south Third street.
the house and she Is now settling Hill, Miss Catherine, clerk, Econom
ARCHITECTS
luia mourn mow
herself down for the summer to be
ist, res. 103 east silver avenue.
about the worn t erf ul
mvsSnMsvm uiuirrmu-near her husband, who will prob- Hill, E. T barber, res. 122 norm
kMARVELWhirlingSpray
7
BarF. W. Spencer. Rooms
ably
In
spend
the
months
the
hot
Edith street.
'I'll new Vaginal Ejrluv.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
item
Hill, H. C, brakeman, Santa Fe, res.
oil eonvws
Tombs again.
11 eUatiM-lent.
Both phones.
Highland Booming nouse.
Lives (juk'tly.
TluautnUy.
barber, res. 122
Mrs. Thaw told one of her friends Hill, Herbert J.,
Am. your druwrlttfnr It.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Quietly
north Edith street.
as
live
to
that she wanted
um
i n e Finn
uw"r
M A It V II I,.
as possible and that house furnish- Hill, James, stenographer, res. 103
ft
Thus. K. D. Maddlson.
bIaiiid fur
otiir. tint
east Silver avenue.
ed her the best means of doing so.
timekeeper.
Aleck,
Office with W. B. Cbilders,
in- Ill full
it would Hillenkoetter,
lutrtlanUra and
Also she declared that
iit
Thill
O.
vMiiatilw to IsritM. M tMYfr.L
American Lumber Co., res. 206
West Gold avenue.
give
occupied
keep her mind
and
OUK.
44 tMlU4trMl.NW
north Edith street.clerk, Highland
her something to do while wailing
Ciuunberlain's Pain Balm.
John W
for the tedious process of the law t'j Milliard,
It Is an antiseptic liniment and pre
Grocery, res. 109 north Walter
again.
to
MEM
AND
bring
WOMEN.
trial
her
husband
vents blood poisoning resulting from
street.
She intends to superintend the whole Hillyard,
Dm Bif
for unnatural
housekeeper,
a cut, bruise or burn. It also causes
Miss Bessie,
dtcbarKM,lflammatioDa
It is not very large
establishment
the parts to heal witnout maturation M 4b WM UuraiMi U Irritation or ulceration
res. 100 north Edith street.res,
of
some
work
will
the
in
do
and
fact
100
m4 m HrtMN,
f Bacons Biambraoaa,
Hillyard, Wm. B., farmer,
and in much less time than when the
herself. She expects to have but
and sot aatno
It al (71 EomCnuiicAiCa. FainleM,
north Edith street.
usual treatment is employed.
or aoiconooa.
cook,
will
one
she
has
servant.
She
teacher,
Winifred,
fat
Miss
Hillyard.
a
lays the pain of
burn almost in
told her friend which has been one
First Ward school, res. 100 north
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
N
of the ambitions of her life.
Edith street.
hf axpraM, arapaid.7A. lor
over
the
enthusiasm
idea
In
3
their
Uoltlf
I.00.
or
Bennie, res. 101 1 north Hist
Hlmrod,
PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS. De
VM' 3f
rk
Circular taut oo rvqoaat.
these friends say that Evelyn will
street.
partment of the interior. Office
IS1 3
prepare a dainty dish every day to Hing, Soo lluu, prop. San Jose resIndian affairs, Washington, D. C May
ft
1
In
the
husband
be sent to her
taurant, 209 west Railroad avenue,
15, 1907.
Sealed proposals plainly
Tombs. One of them who is very
res. same,
marked on the outside of the sealed
close to Evelyn, says she told her 1 in k it v. Mrs. J. R.. assistant librar
envelope. "Proposals for Buildings,
ian. "Public Library, res. 104 south
the following:
Navajo
Extension. Arizona," and
V ......'.' v,l
7
Arnn street.
"I want to escape this notoriety.
Commissioner
to
the
addressed
cpuletly otnklev. Mrs. Sarah, res. 110 south
I want to meet my friends
Washington
Affairs,
of
Indian
VIA
8"
Arno street.
and have the freedom to enjoy the
until
be
D.
received
C, will
few pleasures 1 can without being Hirschfeld, L. A., pressman Citizen
11
p.
m., on June 15, 1907, for
2
office,
res. 623 south Second street.
Hazed at constantly.
furnishing materials and labor necesoperator,
Hlrsx'h, Robert, telegraph
sary to construct and complete cer
res. Sill' south Second street.
Samuel W. Truylor, of the Trnylor
tain school buildings, etc., on the Na
Sanyardmaster,
C,
company,
William
Illscock,
was in this
Kngineering
vajo Extension, Arizona, in strict acta Ke. res. 203 east Railroad uve- l ily a few hours last night conferring
cordance with plans. specifications
ii lie.
with officials of the Santa Ke freight
and Instructions to bidders which mayFirst
Hiydas. S., clerk. 113 north
department.
be examined at this ottice, the offices
street, res. same.
of the "Improvement Bulletin," MinHodgin, Prof. Charles E., dean or
neapolis, Minn., "Construction News,"
I'liiversity, res. I'niversity hill.
Chicago, III., "American Contractor,"
SA
Hodgson, Sereno W., baroer,
Chicago, III.; "Citizen," Albuquerque.
south First street, res. 116 south
Republican,"
New Mexico, "Arizona
Edith street.
Phoenix, Arizona. Builders and TradHoesll, Fled. res. 200 north Edith
ers' Exchanges, St. Paul. Minn., Minst
reet.
neapolis, Minn.. ( unaha, Nebr., Northllofheins, George, brick mason, res.
10
Association,
western Manufacturers
s
jihs.
ii
314 south Fourth street.
iixkhv tiiwv
moved
St. Paul, Minn., Builders Exchange.
on
hoim;
into
Hofliiiner. J. C. bookkeeper, res. S.iH
rh.iit.
Kan
ixdm In Illinois,
lima.
Iiurango, Colo., and Ijos Angeles, Cal- principal
north Eighth street. manager
MlniK-Mta- ,
..Missouri
ifornia, the Indian Warehouses, Chi- --as,
To rhwk irlT roldi or Orlrpe with "PrevMitin"
night
.i.
I'iles net iiulck and certain relief nirntih
VI
cago. III., St. Louis.
Mo., (imaha, North anil South PaLolu's ami
for Pneumonia. To stop a cold Hoffman. Carl,
siirv
Elmo, res. 4"2 north Second street.
from Dr. Slioop's Magic ointment, with PreveMK-- in safer thitii to let it run unrt he
Nebr., San Francisco. Cab, and at the fllill.
fireman.
prelocomotive
Chas..
sure,
HHeTwarils.
be
To
2
euro
Hoffman.
16,
15,
l'lease
oMiired
to
D
it
ues of sale June
17.
note It is made alone for
office of the Additional Farmer.
For
will cure eve a deeply teated cold, but
res. 3K.'a south Second street.
l'lles, and its action is positive and vent!! early
3. 4, 0, 6, 10
2. 3H. July 1. 2. Final
further Information address Joseph 11,3. 2i.
tMire
the? break, or Hoffman. Miss lioiothy, teacher, res.
t th aneez
12. 1. 20, and 21.
return certain. Itching, painful, protruding taken
E.
Maxwell.
Farmer.
Additional
off theso early Collin. Tliat'i euruly belter.
mis south Third street.
or blind piles disappear like magic by head
I.eupp, Ariz., via. Canyon Diablo. C. limit October 31st.
That why they am called preventim.
fireman Santa I"e.
Hoffman. Geoia-'e- .
its use
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass l'reventii-sarlittle Candy fold Cure. No Qnln-lnF. LAHRARKK, acting commissioner.
res. sos south Third street.
no physic, nothinc nickeniiiK. Nice fur tlm
Jars Id cents. Sold by all dealeis.
children and thoroiiulily aafu ti. If you feel Hoffman. Harry I... pharmacist, WalJet a free sanirlc t Ir. .lio'p's
over, think ol
chilly, if you Biiie. if you aclie all
ton's drug store, res. 2 is 'a west
Philadelphia and Return
A few nice pieces of se
"llt-altlTeventics. rruiiiptiiesii may also save hull your
Coffee" at uur stnre. If
Coi l avenue.
W. V. usual iicknes. And don't forte your child, il Hoffman. John 1..
furniture at great bargai:
your
Santa
coffee disturbs your foinai-hility.
probtie-rHerein
leveri.dine,
nitflitor
is
Kutrelle Furniture Co.
south Third
res. Mis
Heart or Kidiuys then tiy this clever
Ke
bold In
ably lie PrevelituV
$59,25
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. fOiooji ha
street.
fsl boxes for the pocket, also ill 'Q bl'X.'S of 4S
Const ipat ion onuses head. t, lie. nauThelin
closely matched Old Ju..l and Mocha
ou )uur diugii uiviug you
Hoffman. Win. 1., barber,
Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and 13 sea dizziness, languor, heart palpita- treveiitits. luit
Bros., ies. s.mie.
Coffee 111 flavor and taste, yet It has
Hy
depositing
July
23rd.
tion.
Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
llogan. J. W.. employe shops, res.
not a single fcr.iin of re.il Coffee In it. Iteiurn limit
1
It may be weaken
lie bowels and don't
cure.
ii 7 south Third street,
Dr. Snoop's Health' Coffee Imitation tins ticketto and payltiK
up
Philadelphia
to
Keguli-tleave
extended
s
gei.tly
cure
stenographer.
act
and
'oan
llogan. Miss Mamie.
pure
Is made from
toasted plains or ..1..J including July 31st.
jr, cents. Ask
constipation.
south Edith street.
res.
p'lir
Made
cereals, with Mall, Nuts, etc.
.
H"gle, Win. H. clerk Newcomer's.
In a minute.
No Udk-uYci
wait.
c
res. In.", v. esl Fruit avenue.
Py C. I'.
will surely like it.
DRUGGISTS"
(colored),
"ALL
Pullman
Agent.
Purely,
U
E
Hi Id. n, J. 11
CI
T.
fcreatng
Subscribe for The
ten
Urlgham.

MONEY to LOAN

Col-bur-

Occupation.

CLEVER PERSON is the one who strikes when the iron is
the person who knows enough to grasp an opportunity
when it is at hand. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE

THE

nTXiY WASTED.

Name.

Prcventics

,

porter, res. 317 west Silver avenue.
Holland Mrs. M. , res. 140S
north.
Fifth street.
Holland, Retta, waitress
Alvarado
hotel, res. same.
Holland, W. M brakeman. Santa Fe
railroad, res. 620 south Third
street.
Hollldny, Miss Minnie L., res. 402
south Walter street.
Holllday, Rev. Orlando B., pastor of
Highland M. E. church, res. 402
south Walter street.
Holllday, Robert C, res. 402 sou:h
Walter street.
Holman, Carl, brakeman, res. 415
east Iron avenue.
Holman, Clyde,
lineman
Electric
Light Co., res. 415 east Iron avenue.
Holman J. H engineer Santa Fe,
415 east Iron avenue.
Holman, John, tailor, res. 420 wett
Lead avenue.
Holmboe. Abel, manager
Holmbce
Bros., 5, 10 and 15 cent store, res.
Ml north Fourth street.
Holmboe Bros., 5, 10 and 15 cent
store, 112 west Gobi avenue.
Holmes. Frank J., commercial traveler, des. 505 west Lead avenue.
Holmes, W. S.. furniture store, 208
west Gold avenue, res. 201 south
Edith street.
Holmiiulst, Miss Adela. deputy clerk
district court, res. 423 south Fifth
street.
Holmquist, Mrs. Caroline, widow,
4 23 south Fifth street.
Holt, Harry, teamster, res. 623 south
First street.
Holwell, Timothy, machinist,
Santa
Fe, res. 718 south Broadway.
Holz, Lou, clerk, White
Elephant,'
res. 517 west Coal avenue.
Home Bakery, (Medard Wirth, prop)
213 west Railroad avenue.
Hoogkamp. Henry, employe American Lumber Co., res. 913 north
Twelfth street.
Hook, Fred, employe American Lumber Co., res. 419 west Fruit avenue.
Hook, P. A., brakeman Santa Fe, res.
116 west Marble avenue.
Hope, Dr. Walter G., physician, 220
west Gold avenue, res. 815 west
Copper avenue.
Hopewell, Willard S., mgr. Albuquerque Eastern
Railroad, room 23,
N. T. Armljo bldg., res. 619 west
Copper avenue.
Hopkins, Robert C, bookbinder, res.
707 west Slate avenue.
Hopkins, Robt. W., postmaster, re.
707 west Slate avenue.
Hopkins, Scott, clerk, Santa Fe, re?.
511 south Broadway.
Hopping, Mrs. E. L.. widow, res. 616
south Edith street.
Hopping. Fred S., prop. Albuquerque
Novelty Works, res. 616 south
Edith street.
Hopping, W. O., foreman Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works,
res. 618 south Edith street.
Horner, Isaac N retired, res. 602
south Arno street.
Horton, ' Joseph, employe American
Lumber So., res. 801 south Arno
street.
Hoss. James. M., electrician, res. 607
south First street.
Hoss, Miss Retta, res. 607 south First
street.
Hotel C raige. (Geo. Ellis, prop.), 120
west Silver avenue.
Hotel Navajo (American Lumber Co.
props.). Twelfth street, north of
Mountain road.
Hottman, Mrs. Jennie, res. 216 west
Stover avenue.
Houghton, Sidney, letter carrier, res.
420 west Lead avenue.
Houp, Deighton S.. conductor Santa
Fe, res. 718 south Arno street.
House, George, employe American
Lumber Co., res. Eleventh street
and New York avenue.
House, L. C. employe American Lumber Co., res. Eleventh street and
New York avenue.
Household Loan Co., (Paul Teusch,
mgr.), personal property loans, 303 'a
west Railroad avenue.
Householder, Arthur E., brakeman,
Santa Fe, res. over post of lice.
Hoser, Wm., clerk Korker & Co.,
res. 1115 south Edith street.
Houston, F. J. Co., office supplies, bicycles, kodaks, stationery, etc., 20j
west Railroad avenue.
Houston, Frank J., (F. J. Houston
Co.), res. 723 west Copper avenu-Hover, Clarence, carpenter, res. 114
north Walnut street.
Hovey, John E., employe Amelcan
Lumber Co., res. 913 north Twelfth
street.
Hovey, John E., employe America l
LumDer Co., res. 913 north Twelf.h
street.
south
Howe, Mrs. Almena, res. 421
Third street.
Alvarado
day
cashier
Howell. Kate,
lunch room, res. Alvarado hotel.
to well, L. E., employe
American
Lumber Co., res. 124 Mountain
road.
Howison, Herbert M.. music teacher,
res. 415 south Walter street.
Howison. James R superintendent
4
American Lumber Co.. res.
south Walter street,
lloyt. Mrs. Emily, res. 617 sou:h
Kdith street.
Hoyt, Harry W., machinist Santa Fe,
res. 617 south Kdith street.
Hoyt. Rice., W., assistant agent Santa
Ke railroad, res. 2J7 north Waiur
street.
Hubbell, Charles, employe Giuliani

r.

.

1

1

Bros., res. 304 west

ave-

T .unwell

nue.
Hubbell, Frank A., prop. La
Americana, its. ell west Co..!
a

ell Ue.

Hubbell. John Lorenzo. Indian trader, res. SOU west Copper avenue.
o.
Hubbell. Ramon, student, res.
west Copper avenue.
Hubbell, Thomas S., res. 1023 we-- :
Railroad avenue,
llnblis. day A., (Hubbs I.i .itiiidry i
4 1.") south Third
street
(J. A. llu'ot.
Hoi, lis lmi.iliv.
,...e Sworn!
street
Coal avenue.
A. Hi
C.
posting
l;;:i
Hudson
son. prop. res. lis n llh
street.
and p. i)
Hudson. C A p ill'a 1' Gold
ave-iWest
banger, res. s
i'i
Hudson, ("lias. II ell.pl e A miEigi.
north
n
Lumber Co.,
si reet.
rt-- r.
.int.i Fi
Hudson, 'scar.
road. res. 3"1 mi t Ii eventh
llUKgelt. Miss Lillian. ssistant
I'nivei iiy, res. In
of
ball. I niver.-it- y
trude, res. Colunib
Hughes, Miss
hotel.
A in- -)
employ-- I.
Hughes. John.
umber Co., us. lu"l M"Uii
load.
-;.

.

:

1 T

.

--

--

(
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'ALBUQUERQUE

PRiCElEW

EXTRA

SHEEP

WEST POINT WAR TO COURTS

IN

MEXICO

Woman Who Claims She Was Insulted
by Sec. Taft, Will File Suit
Against Officials.

Market High on Lambs and Rio Grande Sierra Madre Line
Goats Also-Cat- tle
Will Divide Rich
Quoted Well.
Territory.
Mexico City. Mexico.

Good.

Extraordinary prices

.1

CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relierss Colds by working them out of
the system throueh a copious and healthy
action of the bowels.
Relieves
Coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to the test
as Maple Sugar"

TO-NIGH-

45
MINUTES

Colic ami Diarrhoea.
In the stomach,
colic

FROM

sen

ikm

Tonleht.
If you would enjoy tomorrow take
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets tonight. They produce an
nfrreeable laxative effect, clear the
head and cleanse the stomach. Price
25 cents.
Samples free at all druggists.

BROADWAY

P'M

Admission 15 and 25 Cents

WtllUmn'IndlioPlb

cure Blind
10111 E SDr.
na
Itchitiii
Piles. It absorbs tbe tumor.

Reserved Seats at Matson's 35c

nlluys the llohlnu

ihh d,
a noUltiPA. irlvpilalIliKtnntact
Dr. WIlilBms'lniilanPile Oij .
UnrpTwrnl
f.p PllHnrf ltni
men!
k?Te.-j- r
In? of the private purts.
box I
warrnnien. liy aruirfflvrs, ny mivil on n
of prtrp. 50 rcnta am' $1.00.

lif.

3
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FOR SALE BY 8. TANN ft BON.

A. C. BrXICKE

California

FAIRFAX AVIIK S. WHO BOLDLY CRITICISED COX.
DtCT OF A CADKMY.
Tuft Slay be Defendant.
New York, June 13. A state of
war existing at West Point between
The
statement of Mrs. Ayres In
the officers in command of the mili- which she spoke of the secretary of
will
woman
tary academy and a lone
war's letter to her husband, forbidprobably be thrashed out In the ding her to trespass upon the resercourts.
vation in West Point, as "so insultMrs. Elizabeth Fairfax Ayres, wife ing and despicable that I will not reof Lieut. Col. Chas O. Ayres, of the peat It or show it," and which, she
12th cavalry. Is the lady in the case. said, she had placed In the hands of
Her son Is a cadet at the academy, her lawyers, was considered an Intiand in order to be near him Mrs. mation at West Point that she intendAyres and her daughter have lived ed to Include Secretary Taft In the
Just outside West Point. Mrs. Ayres suit for damages.
has sharply criticised the conduct of
The Order.
affairs at the academy. One of her
While Mrs. Ayres refused to exgrievances Is said to have been the plain further what was in the order
alleged unfair treatment of her son. which prevents her from seeing her
Finally the officers complained of the son, Fairfax Ayers, who is a cadet at
matter to the war department. They the academy. It was stated at West
claimed that Mrs. Ayres had publicly Point that Secretary Taft approved
denounced them In and around the the recommendations of Colonel Mills
academy, and that by thus humili- and Colonel Scott In their reports to
ating them she was unfavorably af- the department on Colonel Howse's
fecting the discipline of the corps of complaint against Mrs. Ayres, which
is the basis of her suit.
cadets.
Will Sue Officers.
The secretary, Instead of ordering
Now It is reported that Mrs. Ayres Colonel Ayres to remove
his wife
has directed her attorney to file suit from near the post, Instructed him to
against three of the officers at West prevent her from "trespass" upon the
Point Col. H. L. Scott, superinten- West Point reservation, so long as
dent; Lieut. Col. R. L. Howze, com- their son shall be In the academy. If
mandant; Capt. L. W. Oliver, and young Ayres should ever be severely
Llent. Col. Stephen C. Mills, Inspec- ill. the secretary adds, she will be nodamages.
tor for $100,000
Mrs. tified and a permit for her to see him
Ayres Is Indignant over statements will be
either by the secretary
critlslng her made by these officers or by the adjutant general, forthin reports to the war department.
with.
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MRS. lXIZARKTII

Albuquerque
TIIE SECRET.
of why our bread is In such demand
for Its fine quality, lightness and
most delicious flavor Is that It is
made from choice winter wheat and
by the best methods known In bak
ing to give nutrition and enjoyment
of eating at the same time. If you
are not using Balling's bread try It.
207 South

WMA'.-

9

CCCCK)fX3XaKCWC
621 North

First Street.

-T-

O-

Colorado

Brewery

Soutiiwe-avr- n

;:.(!

J

".

T.

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

On Sale Daily

We now, operate the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
at the headwaters! of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
lil'teen guests.
We can accommodate twenty-fiv- e
gue4a at The Valley Ranch.
Will send our wagons to meet any train at Ulorieta, If notllied by letter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
number to any and all Mint on the river. Write for rutes.
AildrcNN letters to l'ecos.
N. M. . 'IVIeerruma addressed to us at
Glorleta will be telephoned to us without delay.

June 1st to Sept. 30th

via

TIIE VALLEY RAXCII

S

i

l

-
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!..

Chss. Mellnl, Secretiry

O. Bschecal,

Treasircz.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Buoeessors to
ACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLmBALK OKALKRB IN

MCL1NI A EAKIN, and

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

n
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The

jRayb Lamp

is the
d

use.

lest lamn

for

household
Made of brass

throughout and beautifully nickeled. Perfectly constructed; absolutely afo; unexcelled in
power; an ornament toany room. Every lamp wai rauted.
If Uut at your dealer's, write V our nearest agency,
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

Plumber

right.

light-givin-

t

Incorporated'

THE

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

la slock to outfit
kpmosttwrytblng
fastidious bar ootnploto

tho

fr

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest
.
See.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, 'V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T. J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from tae beef laertea.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat a. Call aid lessee ear
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalofme and I'rlee Ual,
Issued to dealers only.
mammMtwatmmmnsmBmmwmmaammmoammvamamvswma

If You Want A
use a

fuel-expen- se

the ideal stove for summer.
Does everything that any other
kind of stove will do. Any degree of heat instantly. Made in
three sizes and fully warranted.
At your dealer's, or write our
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
11

I

J. D. E&kln, President
Q. Oloml, Vice President.

SHOWS

Twentv fuiii.v clowns, a troupe of
performers.
1"1" "1
acrobat.
gymnasts, bh vie riders.
jugglers,
,,,,.
Wi,lkers.
wirt. a.
Jap perform- of other attraction
r.. and a
add to the big itcu.
A
grand f re- parade will:
take place at !! a III aid fVelv'
child attending li.e niitinee will be
given a free pony ii.ie.
(ireg.irv's
ltat..!a
liojai Italia'i
K.utsa furnishes the music Tins is
one of the nio-- t famous organization
in the worU

Ice Company.

And Principal Eastern Points

I

iJ

Iluicil Shows. Roy- R.,m:.n l!...M.dr..me. Aerial En- '
!'"i'l'- Men..erie and Edu- w ;li v;it AlhuqUer- r.i"i al M
ie next Tued.iy. Jiiii'' In.
This circus ii.i- - :if.i trained am- troop of
t's. Ml kl' 4 the
Its
,,i..:ua!s in tin- world.
e Incite
li- -l
includes trained pigs, gnats, tig- rs. ponies, zebus, birds, pumas, dog.
itnels. sue red cattle, tapirs, drome- J.tries, cussokvary. ant eaters, llamas, '
a:id othtrs, all highly educated.
The

Jb
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NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
iwtr::

483

First Street.

-

For cool cooking, less work and least

.

Phone No.

EXCURSION

How'a ThltT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any casa of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.

CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for th
last 15 years, and
believe him perfsctly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
Walding, Rinnan & Marvin,
tlrm.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price Joe. per bottle. Hold bjr
all Jrugglsts.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa
lion.

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Carat Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mopmlrm on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m BDOolmtt
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
m.

PIONEER BAKERY

is.-u-

To show
I'll stop your pain free.
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mail you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
Give us your ROUGH DRY wur
Monday, and get It back Wedneida
Imperial Laundry Co.

Foundry and
ft.

Wt

1

8. MITCHEM, Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

i

I

and JOHN

The Hollcnbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

.

T

UBe

ML)

I N O

and
hy the
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
When In
need of such a medicine, ftlve It a
trial. For sale by all druggists.
SubHcrllio for The Citizen and grt
the news.

Pains

OF THE ATTRACTIONS

W

S

C

diarrhoea are quickly relieved

are being
paid for all classes of sheep, lambs
Wooled
lambs from
and goats,.
Colorado sold at $9.25 Friday, and
spring lambs last week at $8.75 to
$9.40. Supply was fairly liberal last
week at 32,000 head, but only 3,000
are here today, made up almost entirely of mixed lots of natives and
fed westerns, market strong. A large
share of the supply last week was
Texas muttons, at $6.10 to $6.50, Arizona lambs $9 to $9.30, yearlings $7,- 10, ewes $6.10 to $6.25, all these
In
prices records
their respective
classes. Demand showed no signs of Mexico.
additional supplies. Only moderate
supplies are in sight for balance of
this week.
FINE MONUMENT FOR
I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora"BUCKf O'NEILL
tive, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
Ernest Meyers, manager of Ernest
deeper ailment.
Don't make the Meyers & Co., has received a special
common error of treating symptoms invitation to witness the unveiling of
only. Symptom treatment Is treating the "Bucky" O'Neill monument
at
the result of your ailment, and not Prescott, Arizona, July 3rd.
speaking
cause.
this
matter
nerves
In
the
Weak Stomach
the
about
the inside nerves mean Stomach morning, Mr. Meyers said:
weakness, always.
"In 1880 O'Neill came to AlbuquerAnd the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their con- que from Washington, D. C, a ten
trolling or Inside nerves.
Weaken derfoot in all respects. After getting
Bucky
these nerves, and you Inevitably have acquainted with the city,
weak vital organs.
Here Is where was appointed In stenographer and
reporter
court
the
district court
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
Parkes was then In
fame. No other remedy even claims here. Judge Major
Harry Whiting as
Also charge with
to treat the "inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath clerk.
working
one year,
"After
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Re- O'Neill received an here
as
storative.
Write me today for sam- stenographer to Judgeappointment
at
French
ple and free Book. Dr. Snoop, Ra- Prescott, then federal judge.
When
cine. Wis. The Restorative is sold by O'Neill left for his new place he
all dealers.
could ride by train only as far as El
Rita, from where he had to take the
Now Arrival for the Week.
On account of Judge French
4 50
Mission stage.
chairs and rockers.
a stenographer at once. Capbed room suites.
Buffetts, Princess needing
John T. Hoag. manager of the
Chiffo-Robe- s
(Wardrobe tain
dressers,
stage line, had a special
Route
writing desk and Chiffonier combin- Star
conveyance meet the train and rush
ed), Ostermoor Mattresses. Kutrelle "Bucky" to Prescott.
Furniture Co.
"During his resilience at Prescott.
O'Neill quickly made friends with
EUREKA!
the boys who called him "tenderYes, I Have Found it at Last.
foot" at first and for his rough and
Found what? Why that Chambermanner In defending himself
lain's Salve cures eczema and all tumble
comers,
against
was
manner of Itching of the skin. I "Bucky." all When theheSpanishdubbed
war
have been afflicted for many years broke out "Bucky" raised a troop of
with skin disease. I had to get up cowboys and It became a part of the
three or four times every night and Rough Riders.
wash with cold water to allay the
"When word was received here
terrible itching, but since using this that O'Neill had been killed, 1 was
nlve In December, 1905, the Itching the junior partner In the firm of
has stoppe! and has not troubled me. L,owenthall & Meyers. It was Mr.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville, Lowenthall who suggested the monuPa. For salj by all druggists.
ment to the memory
of Captain
o
"Bucky" O'Neill anil our firm subSubscribe for The Citizen and got scribed the first hundred dollars towards securing the monument."
the news.

A FEW

Traction Park

For BACKACHE-WE- AK
KIDNEYS Try
OiWItt'i Kldnay ind Bladder Pills -S- ura ind Sift
SOLD I1Y J. II. O'HIF-IiLCO.

Kallrnad company, since its recent
reorganization, has taken hold of the
proposition to extend Its line to the
Pacific coast of Mexico with energy.
H. R. Nlckerson, formerly vice president of the Mexican Central, has been
placed In charge of construction. He
has Just finished an Inspection trip
over that portion of the route from
Chocolate pass to Santa Elena. The
road will connect with the Chihuahua
and Pacific at Santa Elena, and the
contract calls for completion to that
point within twelve months.
Ryan Interested.
It is reported that the Ryan Interests are back of Col. W. C. Greene In
the building of this extension. The
prediction Is made by those who are
acquainted with the financial affairs
of the company under Its reorganization that this road will be the first
to accomplish the great feat of building across the rugged Sierra Madres
In the more northern part of the republic. It will be a direct competitor
for transportation business with the
Kansas City, Mexico and Orient. It
for some distance will divide with
the former road n rich territory that
was originally Intended to belong exclusively to the Orient. In order to
reap the earliest possible oenefit of
through traffic to and from the coast
the extension will make connection
with the Southern Pacific's line that
Is now being built down the west
coast. An outlet will thus be obtained to the ports of Ouaymas, Topolo-bamp- o
and Mazatlan.
Reports have been current in MexInico that the Rock Island-Frisc- o
terests are In control of the Rio
Orande, Sierra Madre and Pacific.
The evidence and circumstances indicate, however, that such Is not the
case and that the road Is an entirely
independent property.
It promises
to become a very prominent factor in
the traffic situation In northwestern

!.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Children Like lb

June 13. The
Rio Grande, Sierra Madre and Pacific

Kansm City Stock Yard?, June IS.
Liberal rattle supplies arrived last
week, 45.000 head, yet the market
held up strong on all desirable cat-ti- e,
fed steers scoring an advance of
10 to 25 cents. Packers were unable
any cows or heifers on the
secure
ti
terms proposed a short time ago,
and were again forced to take steers
buyers took
Instead. Independent
fair to good cows and heifers at
steady to a shade lower prices, but
the outlet for medium to common
she stuff Is small at this time. Supply of cattle today Is 9,000 head,
market steady to 10 cents higher,
and everything sold quickly.
Kranded Colorado steers, fed In
Nebraska, sold at $6.20 today, and
other branded westerns, weighing
than 1200 pounds, sold at $6.20,
out of a herd that contributed steers
at $5.90 last week Among the not
able shipments last week was two
trains of Arizona cattle, stock steers
killing
light
$4.40,
selling
at
steers $4.70, stock heifers $3.65
$4.10.
Black Colorado heifers
tj
sold
at $5.25 late last week,
and panhandle stockers
Oklahoma
$4 to $4.40, veal calves today at $7.
Kecelpts will likely be smaller for
awhile, and with the present unprecedented demand for fresh meats the
market It likely to hold up good.
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CITIZEN.

RIVAL FOR WILL CARRY BLOOOLtSS

OUT

WESTERN

ON

EVENING

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Finest Whiskies

t

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH

I i

20

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS
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he ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

THE

CUB'S

EQUirrED JOB DEPARTMENT.

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN FArER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLI

C AN

niTi7T?xr

ABOUT TOWN

CORNER

former resident of Ottawa county was back in that part of Kansas
lam week. One of the neigtiuore
said. Why, hello, Abe. what are you
doln
here?" "I am traveling for
my wife's health," said Abe. "Where
in your wife?" asked the friend. "Oh,
she's at home down In the southeastern part of the state," said Abe, as
he filled his pipe and began to puff
A

tobacco smoke in the eyes of the
nocent bystander.

In-

a

One of the oddest newspapers In
the world is one named the Wochen-blat- t,
which Is published in flrunln-gea small town of some 1.200 inhabitants In the canton of Zurich, in
Switzerland. It is the only newspaper
in the place and is at one and the
same time the organ of the liberal
conservatives and the social democrats. Pages 1 and 2 belong to the
liberals and pages 3 and 4 to the
socialists, and the two parties abuse
one another heartily in its pages.
n,
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PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."

Heusel has been appointed
clerk In the Aba jo yard office.
Tomorrow Is Flag Day and Acting
Governor Raynolds has requested a
general display of the .Stars and
Stripes.
H. Lnwton, freight traffic manager
of the Mexican Central, was In the
city yesterday en route home from
Chicago.
T. F. McSpaden, the local real estate man, went to Kennedy this
morning. He will also visit Kstancla
before returning home.
Five carloads of cattle passed the
city today en route to Santa Fe,
where they will be unloaded and
driven overland to Chama.
A suit for divorce was filed In the
district court yesterday by Felix Torres against Josefina Lopez de Torres.
T. C. Montoya is the attorney for the
plaintiff.
Vincent Holcomb, formerly day
clerk in the freight otllce here, is
now train baggageman between this
city and Las Vegas on trains Nos 2
and 7.
The negligee dance given at the
Commercial club parlors last night
was well attended by the local young
folks. After the dance refreshments
were served.
H. M. Erhardt, traveling passenger
agent for the Santa at D Paso, is In
the city today, having arrived here
on the soldier special from the south
at 1 o'clock.
There will be no base ball game
with the El Paso team next Sunday
as was announced, but the Rrowns
expect to play a game with this team
at a later date.
D. D. Bronson, chief Inspector for
me uistrici or New Mex co. has re
turned from the southern part of the
territory where he has been on busi
ness In connection with his depart
ment.
Misses Cunningham and Nevin. of
tne class of 1907, University of New
Mexico, were among the successful
candidates for teachers' certificates,
which were issued by the board of
education at Santa Fe yesterday.
W. N. Simpson, a traveling man
from Kansas City, who stopped over
here last night to visit Martin Ryan,
left this afternoon for Los Angeles
on the limited.
Last summer Mr.
Simpson spent several months here.
The Women's Christian Temperance union will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the First
Haptlst church. All members are requested to attend. Visitors are welcome,
l'y order of the president,
Mrs. Isabella Warner.
The preliminary work for the new
llfeld Wholesale Dry dootls company
building at Third street and C.old
avenue was started yesterday. The
work of grading the site and erecting
the new structure is under the supervision of T. A. Whltten.
Stated convocation of Kio drantle
Chapter No. 4 Royal Arch Masons
this evening at 8 o'clock.
Work in
the past and most excellent master
degrees. Friday night work in the
Royal Arch degree. By order of the
H. P. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
A meeting of the Working Men's
Social club is called for Saturday
night at the club rooms, 121 South
Third street. This club has recently
been incorporated for the purpose of
promoting social Intercourse among
the colored working men of this city.
The Ueronlmos and Barelas team
will play Sunday afternoon at Traction park for a purse of $50 and the
gate receipts.
The winner will receive 60 per cent and the loser 40
per cent of the receipts. A small
admittance fee is to be charged to
witness the game.
Train No. 2, due here at 8 o'clock.
this morning was behind time, arriving at 10 o'clock, on account of a
broken beam It did not leave until
10:40 o'clock and passed the limited
at Log Cerrlllos. The limited was
an hour and live minutes late, ar
riving here at 12:40 o'clock.
Attorney Klfego Baca returned this
morning from Hillsboro. where he
has been looking after his mining
property. He also attended the dis
trict court at Socorro. Attorney Haca
will return to Socorro next Monday
to defend Romaldo Ramirez, charged
with killing Manuel Yaleiizuela on
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Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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NORTH SECOND ST.
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These Are
Carriage
Buying
Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
Do you Intend buying
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
incomes.
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
and see
away
you
not
stay
are
Come
rich.
because
all kinds. Don't
us.
.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.
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Call and See Them.

Here Is the latest bon mot by
Ji Adam Rede.
It first
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
saw light at Coleralne, where the
congressman attended the dedication
of the John C. Green way school.
"In Alaska everything they eat Is
canned," said Mr. Hede. "There Is
canned beef, canned potato salad,
canned chicken, canned pie everything Is canned but the blubber and
Ice.
in
"An old Indian who had never left
Broadway."
It is the New York
and who wa.s accustomed to
piece and will be put on in Its enFew people realize the rains made by the republican party among the Alaska
finger daintily his daily meal by caretirety. The stage settings while not
states of the solid south.
Those who have given a passing glance at the fully running his fingers around the
as elaborate as those used in New
democratic columns during- the presidential elections without looking closer Inside of the cans which he purYork and other large cities, will be
at the general store, happened
at the ballot returns, are under the Impression that the south Is solidly demo- chased
better than anything used previously
In
day
saw
a
emporium
one
and
the
cratic.
at the Casino and much better than
phonograph. A record of a late rag
anything shown by a stock company
The St. Louis
vouches for the following figures showing time
song
being
run.
was
old
The
heretofore.
the increased republican vote among the democratic strong holds.
It Is Indian (listened grave.ly. Thpn l$s
A half human cry of pain,
Interesting from the fact that It Indicates more clearly than ever the su- lips
the
parted in a smile:
crunching of bones, the hurried stoppremacy of the great party In the United States.
" 'Canned white man,' he said."
Commenting thereon, the
ping
car,
acof
and
the
excited
the
paper
says:
St. Louis
tions of the motorman and conduc"In the last national election the republican vote In the former slave
press
story
tor,
brought
Is
of
a
a
In
medical
crowd together in
States, as officially on record, was 1,247,234.
It Is Important that the re- a manthe
front of the Sturges hotel yesterday
who believed that he was dead
publican party should understand Its great and Increasing strength in the and who for that reason
A hurried investigation
refused to
afternoon.
was made, and Instead of a human
Frequently the statement Is made that there Is no republi- take any nourishment. "How can the
southern states.
being under the wheels, a cat was
asked, when
can party in the south outside of the squads of federal office seekers.
This dead eat and drink?" he
him. It
found. "Well, say, that cat commitIs equivalent to saying that the principles of the party in control of the the food was pressed uponsomething
was obvious that unless
ted suicide," said one man. "I saw
nation fall to the ground on reaching a geographical line, and receive no were
her cross into the street and crawl
done to bring him to his senses
support beyond it. The time draws near when the republicans of the south the delusion
must soon become acunder the car, but did not think anywill take part in the national convention, and It Is well, in the light of actual tuality; he would die of starvation.
thing about It. Poor puss, I guess
figures, to consider what they represent.
colmany
strangest
states
was
ruse
In
southern
the
tried. Half
she was tired of combating with rat
The
traps and rat poison, so decided to
a dozen attendants, draped In ghost
ored vote has been practically suppressed.
A great majority of the republiend her troubles."
can vote in the south 1n 1904 was cast by white men. In the republican sec- ly white, crept silently In single tile
into the room adjoining his, anil,
tions of Tennessee, Kentucky, North Carolina and Virginia the colored pop- with
the door open, sat down, where
An Idea prevails that in the he could
ulation has always been extremely small.
see them to a hearty meal.
eleven states that seceded the republican vote is the merest fragment. Hut "Here who are
these people?" InIn 1904 the republican ballots In the eleven states footed up 454,689. or more quired the patient. "Iead men,"
than half as many as the democratic total, which was 881,390.
The repub- answered the doctor. "What!" said
DAILY INTERVIEW
licans. In 1904, carried the five former slave states along the border by a the other. "Do dead men eat?" "To
be sure they do, as you see for yourmajority of 49.407.
In the whole group of sixteen former slave states the self,"
was the answer. "Well," said
total vote In 1904 was 1,247.234 republican. 1.624.528 democratic, a demo- the corpse,
"if that Is so, I'll join
cratic majority of only 377,294, or 13 per cent. The official figures below them, for I'm
starving." The spell
trill repay examination:
was broken and he sat down and ate
"Whoever said a. government Job
Vote In 1901 of llorder States.
like forty famished men.
was a slnlcure could not have known
D
Rep.
Pern,
anything about the National Forest
Maryland
109,479
109.446
service," remarked Supervisor H. H.
The Knockers.
Delaware
19,360 They got their little hammers out
23.714
Harris last night. "Here I have to
West Virginia
a hundred miles to the Mount
100,850
ride
132.608
And labored hard and long.
Taylor reserve ;I will get there about
Kentucky
217,170 Arid as they knocked with all their
205,277
a. m.
At daylight I must start
,
Missouri
might
321,449
296.312
horseback to begin a tour of the re
They sang their little song:
serve.
You
see how I travel regular
knock.
792.545
743.138 "We knock, knock,
Totals
ranger costume and my trunk Is a
That is all we do,
Republican majority, 1904, In five border Rtates, formerly
bag. I will have to make some hard
We knock, knock, knock.
,
49,407
slave states
rides the next few days, but I welAll the long day through."
kr- come that after the rush of office
Vote in 1901 of the Eleven States That Sooolol.
briskly
hammers
though
their
work lately."
And
Pern.
Rep.
'
plied.
Virginia
80.648
47,880
t
one their knocking e'er decried,
124.121 ForNo these
82,442
North Carolina
three noisy gentlemen,
52,563
2.254
South Carolina
I'm most happy to say,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
27,046
8,314
Florida
A blacksmith, a carpenter,
Georgia
25,335
88.331
And a shoemaker were they.
131,653
105,369
.Tennessee
The following quotations were re
79,857
22.472
Alabama
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
Ejsks.
tlio
Broke
Mississippi
53,376
3.189
over their own private wires from
About noon Monday, as P. I) Smith
Louisiana
47,708 was
5.205
New York. Room 37, Barnett builddriving Into town with a buggy
Texas
105.369
131.653 loaded with onions and eggs for the
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
46.860
Arkansas '
64.434 market, someone drove up behind
gentle
rapid
rate and the
him at a
'i
Summary or conditions.
horse that he was driving, thinking
454. CS9
New
V81.390
York,
Totals
June 13. Treasury
run,
on,
to
was
race
there
a
started
calls
for
return of thirty million dol
426,701
Democratic majority in the eleven states
says
Republican.
Smith
the
Arizona
In
deposits
July.
lars
234
J. 247,
Total republican vote, 1904, In former slave Mates
hung on to the lines too tightly for
Treasury calls for deposits practic
1.624.528 the animal to run much, so It began
Total democratic vote, 1904. same states
ally
redemption of remainder
377.294 to kick. It kicked the whole front
Democratic majority, 1904, In former slave states
of government fours.
buggy
the
smashed
out
At that
and
of the
In these states Abraham Lincoln received few votes in 1860.
$101,78! damages against the
But it Is a large shafts and tneldently scattered sevCentral government by Supreme
time the republican party was not allowed to exist there.
fine
white
of
worth
eral
dollars'
court
jury in automobile death claim.
Virsouthern fact now, even In states like Arkansas, Texas, North Carolina
eggs about
dozen
several
onions
and
Kstlmaled
Canadian I'acitic earnginia. Georgia and Alabama.
In the border states formerly slave territory, the street In from of the Alhainbra
ings over la per cent on common
Why should not the republican party count on a hotel.
It has a large majority.
fiscal year.
this
The large white vote that is not
continued Increase in the south In 1908 ?
Smith pluckily hung onto the lines
Uowl demand for stocks In loan
cast there would probably be republican If it came out, and blind prejudice until the load and most of the bugcrowd, although account open lighter
out from under him, June 7.
put aside. At all events, it is not democratic enough to give that party gy was kicked swung
than three weeks ago.
the horse Into
(irand Trunk buys thirty thousand
William Lewis, pick Morgan. A. S.
On Its growing strength in the south, as well as its general and then Inhe
active support.
opera
house,
front of the
ditch
Courland, otto Allan. John L. Casev, tons of steel rails from Lackawanna
record of national progress and successful administration, the republican the
It was caught by a passer-by- .
where
front Silver City, arrived Steel company for delivery this year.
party can reasonably expect to add several more southern state to its column Mr. Smith was uninjured and gath- cowboys
Canada's trade imports and exhere
last
nlKht
from the south with
Jn next year's cumpaign."
ered up ills onions again, but most a trainload of cattle
en route east. ports In past twelve months increased
damaged
eggs
badly
too
were
the
of
The cattle train laid over here un- 18 tier cent.
Firmness in exchange indicates postil 4:30 o'clock this morning and
James S. iherman, of New York, chairman of the national congressional to bring a very good price.
during the Interval the boys enjoyed sible resumption of I'arls gold encommittee, Is quoted In yesterday's press dispatches, with the statement that
gagements but treasury withdrawals
a little sleep.
Instructive Little Tale.
Theodore Roosevelt can be renominated for a third term without consulting
may prevent.
Helns H. Snialley, representative of
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
As a result, presidential aspirants are thinking hard and saying
New York.
Louisville and Nashville earnings
Atkinson,
Metser
book
and Grover,
There were two brothers, George
little. There is absolutely no doubt that if Theodore Roosevelt will accept
first week In June Increased $113, KM5.
publishers,
in
Albuquerque
arrived
and
William.
Southern Railway same week Inthird term under any conditions, he can be elected, New York or any other
William was the good boy. He was from Santa Fe last night. He at- creased $C1.14.
state to the contrary.
Theodore Roosevelt has the muss of the American studious,
methodical and economical. tended the meeting of the board of
Twelve Industrials declined .08 per
people with him and their ballots will insure his election If he says the word.
He went Into business, and by hard education and succeeded in getting cent.
work and much self denial at last four readers published by his comactive railroads advanced
pany adopted for use in the terri- .!! Twenty
competency.
per cent.
The Mikado now threatens to upset The Hague peace conference by acquired a modestgay,
careless, easy- torial schools.
George was a
1:30 p. m. Wheat 1 4 to 1 Vi lowadvocating a policy of "to the victor belongs the spoils."
The Hague con- going
fellow, who never applied himThe funeral of Mrs. Elizabeth lircs-ha- er. Corn unchanged.
ference is quite easily upset and the Mikado may yet find that he will do self seriously
to anything, but
aged "1 years, who died Sunday
There is no cause for alarm.
Well to keep the dinky little Island he now has.
life as he went along.
Kansas City Livestock.
at
home of her daughter. Mrs. C.
one day, however, when he had W. the
Kansas City, June 13. Cattle reNortley.
Just west of old town, ceipts
a
do,
Invented
nothing
to
he
else
steady. Southern
4i"!0.
It has now been officially determined that the launch containing officers mouse trap. It was a simple little was held at Borders' chapel yester- steers $3.80 tiMarket
cows
5.6a;
southern
day
body
was
afternoon.
The
taken
and sailors from an American battleship was run down by a coul barge and affair,
prinnew
on
a
'n 3.80;
but operated
stockers and feeders
her former home in Hlgelow, Mo., $2.50
It would therefore appear that a coal barge was ciple, and
the occupants drowned.
was different from any oth- to
$3.,r.0fii
5.V0;
$3.40fj
5.00;
calves
last night for burial. The deceased $4.l!0(ii7.25; bulls
not an obsolete part of a nation's fighting navy.
er trap In use.
western fed steers $4.50
came here recently
to visit her
He showed it to his brother Will-la16.10; western fed cows $3.25 4.60.
daughter.
Sheep receipts 5000. Market steady.
Financial experts are now to the fore with the statement that the United
he said, "If you will lend
"A'm not ketchlng dorgs tight now. Muttons $5.50'u 6.50; lambs $7.00'(r
States has too much money. This would indicate that a whole lot of people me"Hill,"
money enough to patent this thing adays." said George
8. ail; range wethers $5.00 'it 6. 7 a ; fed
Washington
who believe themselves American citizens, do not after all. live In the United and put it on, the market I'll divide Warde. the local dog catcher today. ew es $4.7 5 6.00.
States.
"I hav'nt got any place to keep them,
all the profits equally with you."
"Nit," answered William, glancing so 1 Just catch .Mr. Dog, tie him up.
Chicago livestock.
nothtrap. "There's
Chicago, June 13. I'alUe receipts.
carelessly
look for his boss and then if the man
The only excuse offered by the Heef trust for the adanre in nit at prices ing In It." at the
steady. Heeves $4.50 41'
fi.Miti.
pays,
wants
dorg,
Market
his
why
if he
he
It would
Is that the people are now receiving better meat for their money.
Thus repulsed, George went to a- don't, good bye Mr. Dorg." The city ti.Mi; cows S1.70W4.70: heifers S.Si)
making
of
the shrewd capitalist, who at once invesi- council has instructed
be interesting to know just what disposition the Heef trust is
Varde to 'n5.30; calves $ 5.50 'if 7.25 ; good to
ed J5. 000 In his Invention.
build his new dog pound adjoining prime steers $5.55 W 6. SO; poor to memeat It was serving to consumers at the old price.
And lost every cent of It.
tne tracks at the foot of west Grant dium $3.501 5.50; stockers and feeders $3.00 1& 5.20.
avenue.
William was right.
Last year over six million people traveled via trolley '.i the United States.
13,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
M. Lewis, formerly general nir weak. Western $4.00'n ti.4o; yearlings
I.
It would be interesting to know how many of them had to travel standinir up
11IUUS.
RUKCII
THE
Inspector
brake
entire
Santa
the
ii 7.00; lambs $6.00 i 7.S ; westfor
$6.:'".
with nothing but the street car strap to hold to.
The
C T. liurch shows will Ke system and an expert on air con ern $ti.llO 'H S.IHt.
xhibit In this city next Tuesday af trol of trains, passed through here
Albuquerque business men are leaving their safes unlot ke,l hi order to ternoon
night,
under large wat this morning on his way to the City
and
I'timIihv Murkot.
prevent having them wrecked In the event of robbery.
Now the question erprool tents which will be centrally
Chicago, June 13. Closing limitaof Mexico.
Mr. Lewis Is now in
numbers charge
arises why do they need safes at all?
located. The aggregation
tions:
Westinghouse Air
of
tile
upwards of 350 performing animate, Hrake company for Mexico. He has
Wheat J u v HI S 'if ; Sept
Governor Hughes of New York ha vetoed the two-cerailroad lull. An besides the usual compliment of dr been connected with the company at ',. V
.1 n Iv
grand
street
A
acts.
Corn
and Sept. 52.
rittshurg since leaving tile Santa Ke
Investigation should he ordered at once to ascertain if be cu rie ,i pass hook. ills feature
Sept 35"fi3il.
July
parade will be given at 11 o'clock on and he takes
tuts
charge
of the company's
Sept. $vs:..
morning of the exhibition at Interests in Mexico as a promotion.
I'ork Jiy Kir.
The fact that" the umbrella trust Is to be lo estimated by a grand jury the
; Sept.
$S.6S'-.I.ard July
which time the entire aggregation
$tr,.
would have m uck home in New Mexico if it hadn't quit r.iini'.g w hen it did. will be seen decked out in their holiThere is a slight error in the
Kibs July Ivi'i; Sept. $.ti7'a.
day attire.
The liurch shows are morning pAptr to the effect that
to be produced at the Casino
St. UhiU WimiI Market.
The r port that an earthquake shook up A l.uoin t ue streets n untrue. new to the west, but are well and
St. l.ouis. June 13. Wool st.ady.
favorably known in the eastern and tonight is not the opera. "45 Minutes
It is only the new street car line being installed.
rrritory
and western mediums Ju'.c
tinmanagestatellroadway."
From
So
far
middle western states. The
'
Him medium
'() 2 c line
ment lay particular stress on their ment is correct, as there :s no op.-rThe Indians of Oklahoma ale said to oppose si;.:. In
play
Is known by such a name.
The
arrangements.
seat
Mating
Kvciy
war paint.
Broadway" is
From
so anangtd that the spectator mav "4 r Minutes
Mi lal Market.
have an unobstructed view of the neither an opei.i or a musical nnn- 13- .- I.
dui
York. June
t o
London lias begun a ci usade against evening dies
Mirk ads as tiny are presented, and as edy, strictly in akint;. It Is a play
copper nomii.
i li.vj,
:'i
pond. this is a one ring show, not more alioiindiiiK i' :.i,, I bright lines.
Twain's famous white flannel suit must hi getting in its w i k i
7
c.
si ivt r 60
oss tire a nd i xch.t iiu.
'.h.,'i
lug act Is presented at a quips, ki en
satisfying everyone. of it hilt It li.i a strong interest, the
thus
'I'll.- - wild
fa,;.
tone.
Money Market.
The president is off for 'yster Hay.
i 'i
Kvcry act presented Is new to tills devotion i f a in. m to in- pal tluoiu'ii
York. June
less breathe a sigli of ieh.
n
e. and the tri.il-o- f
fortune and
p., per r, '. per cent.
section of tiie country and the
, t - t" do tne r.'.'h;
a fclii w 'ia,
nt claim that they are as goo I
may sink int
Perhaps the spanking
in:
Sa-ltetiling by every boiiy ." The pi.iy is the
Marki k
con d be secured anywhere.
i ,;. - spi I'el
li! II)
l.ouis. j ui.
only play ever put on tne ooariis unM
Like splint', tl.it II i) noil Jury was latin r b.o k ...!!.
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MILITARY FEATU

Try our Teas

OF FUNDS STOPSlBIG

RElLACK

RECLAMATION

FOR FAIR IS NOW

CITIZEN.
country and believe It

PROFITABLE

VERY

Oolong,

Alvarado.
H. IngJ. C. Dunn, Wichita;
ham. Wichita; W. J. McKannon,
Denver; 8. W. I. Vaylous, New York;
K. W. Bull, New York; A. O. Steward, Chicago; H. C. Applegate, ft.
Louis; Jules D. Block. St. Louis; W.
tJ. Boyle, Denver; W. A. Landrum,
Burrton, Kan.; Louis Margolin, Wash,
ington, D, C. ; H. Z. Alexander, Kansas City; George D. Headwick, Boston; A. J. Belrsdorf, Chicago; Will-laArcher, Topeka; O. Y. Currish.
Detroit; George L. Cram, New York;
W. J. Gallon, New York;
E. P.
Smith, Denver.
Sturges.
X. A. Smith
and wife, Wllsey,
Kan.; J. E. M. Wrey, Wilsey, Kan.;
C. E. Clrlch, Joplin, Mo.;
R.
N.
Health, Neodesha; H. F. Vansant, W.
J. Puntrey, Loveland, Colo.; Ernest
Kaseman, D. C. Kaseman, Philadelphia; J. E. Mclntere, St. Joseph; Leo
Appel, Cincinnati; W. J. Davis, Dodge
City; H .H. Burnett, Louis lwdrus.
Dodge City; B. J. Schutte, Milwaukee.
(iraiul Central.
F. E. Bingham, Pueblo; F. Beh-notLas Vegas; Clara Toll. Gertrude Samlzen. Chicago; Anna Moorr,
Canon City, Colo.; John Allan, Denver; William.
Lee.
Boston; Henry
Bollklng, Kansas City; John Myers,
San Francisco.
Savoy.
J. H. Crawford, Paula de Agua:
William Lewis. Dick Morgon. A. S.
Couiiand, John L. Casey, Silver City;
Sallle E. Kidder, M. S. Kidder, Baldwin, Kan.
t'rwlge.
Fred Heusel, Ann Arbor, Mich.; R.
M. Elbetr, Syracuse, N. Y.; August
Itelngold. Santa Fe; H. Davis and J.
E. Brown, El Paso.

Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
R

commandant

Fort Wingate, stopped

a.

chicken-raisin-

a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better

than you are now using.

g

h.
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INSPECTORS PREPARE

might be in the city.
Unless feme unusual activity takes
place which might demand the attention of the soldiers it is very probable that a oetcchment of the regular
army will be
at the fair.
committee was out
The sollcim
In automobiles yesterday.
This was
not for the purpose of saving shoe
leather, but to conserve the energies
and sa
the time of the busy solicit

tor!!.

TO STAMP OUT

Conference Adjourns After
Two Days' Profitable
Session Here.
The Vnited States Inspectors for
the Bureau of Animal Industry, )eft
for their several districts last night
and this morning:.
The conference held Tuesday and
Wednesday at the offices of Dr. lines
In the Raynolds building was productive of much good and the Inspectors went away feeling confident
that the measures adopted for ridding the territory of the scabies
among sheep would accomplish that
purpose.
There will be no cessation in the
efforts of the inspectors and their assistants to combat this disease until
the plague Is stamped out entirely.
lroKjieet Good.
In spite of the prevalence of the
scabies, the
wool crop this season
Reports
is heavy.
from different
parts of the territory relative to the
wool crop are favorable.
"The lamb yield this season was
fully as great as last year," said Dr.
Marion lines, chief Inspector of Xe.v
and Arizona department of
the Bureau of Animal Industy, '"that
is, the number of lambs is up to the
record, but of course, on account of
the cold and wet spring, not as many
lambs survived."
Mt-sjc-

Don't forpet the ice cream and
social Thursduy evening, at -houtn Edith street. '

cfiKe

-"

Are you looking tor something? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

Working Faithfully.
"We may have sore feet from hoofing It around bo much of late," remarked a member of the committee,
"but we haven't got cold feet. We
saw a number of people yesterday
and the subscription list keeps lining up fairly well. There is a chance
now for some one to make a sensation by putting his name down for a
big amount. It would be a good advertisement for somebody. The outday.
look becomes brighter each
though a certain number are still
up
lagging. We will
the
round
stragglers before we reach the end
of the long drive. We don't Intend
to leave a maverick unbranded, either.

Is most essential that we have
big fund subscribed very soon as
time Is t rt cious with us. We have
dared t take some steps t'nvard getting attractions and it would put us
position if neIn an
gotiations should be dropped suddenly. If the people would consider the
fair proposition a trille more as a
personal matter, we would soon be
in a sound financial position to go
head with a roar and rush."
a

"It

emb.i-rassin-

STREET RAILWAY
CHANGE

The Home Mission ladies of the
Highland M. E. church will serve
cream and cake, at Col. and Mr.-- .
Minnie. 220 South Edith street, from
!:?( to 11 p. m. Thursday June 13.

Columbus
Hotel
Guests

Never
Grumble

COMPLETED

Hnrt-l.-is-

:

INTERESTS
ARE

PROSPERING

Mining in the neighborhood of
Hillshoro Is active," said Attorney
Elfego Raca who has Just returned
from that place. "Some very rich
ore is being taken out of the mines
for shipment. The famous Snake and
lionaiiza mines are producing heavify
and have already yielded millions of
dollars. Much money Is being spent
on mining in the district.
"My own mine, the San Antonio,
promises to be a big success. We ui'e
working eight men, four in each
shift, on a tunnel and are taking out
rich ore. I have some specimens
with me which I am going to have
assayed here. The vein we are following Is only one Inch in thickness
but the ore grows richer aa we proceed.
Before we strike the hanging
wall we expect to find rich ore pockets.
Tile ore contains free gold."
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several days, returned
home this
morning.
In discussing matters of
Interest at Socorro, Mr. Sedillo said:
"Interest is now centered in tha
trial of Komaldo Itamarez, the slayer
of Manuel Valenzuela at San Antonio
a week ago. Kamaresc was arraigned
after the killing and his trial Is set
for next week.
It is expected that
a number of Important features In
the score or more of little feuds that
have been prevalent in Socorro county for years, will be developed at
this hearing.
"Socorro Itself Is booming.
The
people are cheerful, considering that
the fruit crop was killed, but thev
are preparing for a bumper wheat
crop. Improvements are seen everywhere. The most marked is in the
court house, which has been repaired,
and strengthened.
"The mines are all being worked
and excellent reports
are received
I expect to return to
from them.
Socorro next week, to attend tho
trial of a number of civil cases, In
one of which I am to defend."

COMPANY
IS INCORPORATED

I'nder the title of Alvarudo Mining
company, u. ixendlne, U 1. Koseu-fie- lj
and brothers, have organized a
company which has been incorporated under the laws of New Mexico.
i. t'xendlne is president of the new
company; M. C. JtOKenhVJd, of St. Joseph, vice president; I.. (!. Kosen-fielsecretary and treasurer,
and
these Ihree together with A. Ilosen-fielof Leavenworth, K.is.. are the
directors.
The company Is capitalized for $300,000, a million share at
1.0 cent
each, one half of the stock
is treasury slock.
"Our purpose is not to sell shares,"
said L. 1. Kosenfield today, "because
we have plenty of money to develop
th claims. We have put half of the
stock in the treasury only to be used
hi case of extreme emergency.
We
are still enguKed in doing the assessment on our claims and wher that is
finished we will go ah. ad v. ith the
Milking of the shaft.
A till nel will
a ii
le driven later if the prospi
ra nis."
d,

d.
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Expert From Eastern Factories

V.'Ver ran o il

w hen y.oiil
mash a
or suffer u m louise. hum or
J)r
scald. lie prepared
Thomas'
Hi ha trie Oil ilislaniy lelieVes
the
p.. .n
quickly (UH'S the wound.
L.ggelt
J.li 11, - Il.'.wi Jlilliv--!-- ,
'id 'l.t t steii pt
inl!e one to
i'u'l-il- e
eep
Furniture. Co.
Iion't
the bahy suiter from
sores or any itching of the
o, in's ointment jives Instant
km.
i e.ief
cure quickly. Perfectly
safe
s,.j

liriM

Reyff & Dowdell
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New-Mexic-

Sedillo, an Albuquerque
torney, who ha-- s been in Socorro
A.

MINING
m

breeding purposes, I sell off.
My
stock Is all 'bred-to-lawhite leghorns and barred Plymouth Hocks.
I believe In these breeds and my belief is strengthened by the egg record of my hens.
200 Kgg Year.
"These hens average
2no eggs
apiece the first year they
y and
maintain a high average, though not
so high as the first in the
following.
My entire flock
of 2200
chickens are from two thoroughbred stocks, the Tark's
and the W'ychoff's
The
former breed Is the result of eighteen
years, and the latter of twenty-nin- e
years, scientific selection and breed- Ing of the best laying hens. The ordinary barnyard fowl will not aver- age a hundred eggs a year. The difference in the egg productiveness of
these two mean simply the difference between failure and success.

10,-iM-

Cars will begin running from the
lumber mill over the south Second
makstreet spur lute this afternoon,
.
ing the trip through to
The
work of constructing the track was
completed at 3 o'clock this afternoon
and by 4 o'clock the trolley wires
were connected from !lil avenue to
Central avenue. In talking about the
new line today, Manager Chadbourne
said
"The lumber mill cars will run
through to Uarelas this afternoon ul
4 o'clock, providing no unforseen accident occurs to delay us. Everything
is moving along nicely. The first
part of our work of constructing two
cross town street car lines Is com- INTEREST CENTERS
pleted. The next and most difficult
project will be to build the Highland
extension. It can't he built In a day.
IN MURDER
as the work on the Second street spur
has proven."

When you feel the need of a pill,
take a I
Witt Little Karly Riser.
MINING
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
u

g

The residents of Eddy county, especially in the northwestern section,
are mostly farmer- - "id cattle raisers,
and while the land near the Penasco
river is well supplied with water, the
country near Artesla, Hope, and other small towns In that vicinity Is
practically dry. In order to urge the
government to Investigate the proposed work of damming the Penasco
river, us It is conserving the waters of
the Pecos river at Carlsbad; the
Hondo river at Hondo, and the
Itio Grande at Engle, letters and requests, have been pouring into Albuquerque.
Thiw llljr Irojcvt!4.
f the three projects in New Mexico which the government has now
under way. the Hondo Is nearly completed. When the dams are ready for
operation. It Is estimated that
acres of worthless land in Chaves
county will be saved and made valuable for farming.
The Carlsbad project is pretty well
advanced, but will tuke some lime
before it is completed.
It was originally started by private concerns but owing to the cabeing
nals and storage
reservoirs
poorly built, the first effort was a
failure.
On October 4, 1!H4. the Pecos river
rose above its banks, destroying a
part of the Avalon dam and ruining
tile entire Irrigation system. On account of the great damage done, estimated at $i:.oou.U0O, and the company's inability to
the
dams, the project was turned over
to the reciiimation bureau.
The Kio C.iaiide project, opposite
Engle, X. M., consists of a storage
dam 2."."i feet high, across the Kio
itrande, which when completed, will
form a reservoir 175 feet deep at Its
lowest end and 4ft miles long with a
storage capacity of 2.000,000 acres of
wuler. This water will be used for
the Irrigation and reclaiming of lxo,-00- 0
acres of land not only in
but Texas and old Mexico as
well.
A part of this project, called the
Leasburg division, is to have a low
foot concrete
diversion
dam. with pier, enbanknient, sluice
gates, head weir and head gates. To
operate the diversion dam it is necessary that a large sized canal, six
miles long, be constructed to connect
with the old Las Cruces canal. It Is
txpeeted that the Uio ilrande work
will be completed by the first of tile
year.
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"I have 800 old fowls at the pres- ent time and they yield thirty dozen
eggs a day. All I don't use for hatch.
Ing I sell to the local markets.
1
consider this an Ideal climate for
My fowls are not
chicken raising.
troubled with vermin; there Is not
enough wet weather to retard the
development of the young chicks and
the nights are not too cool. You see
I have plenty of trees on the place
to afford sufficient shade in the heat
of the day and adequate shelters for
the fowls to roost in at night. Hut
without the best of care no flock will
thrive.
We keep our coops thoroughly clean; provide fresh water
In sanitary drinking fountains twice
a day and feed grain morning and
evening. For green food you see the
place Is entirely overgrown with alfalfa. Alfalfa is an Ideal green food
for chickens.
We also feed meat
scraps every day. I use 3.".o pounds
of grain and meat scraps each day to
teeil the flock."
Thrco Incubaior-- .
Mr. Harger has three incubators
with ti total capacity of 750 eggs and
these are kept in operation from the
last of February to the middle of
June. Thus far this season he has
hatched 1325 chickens out of H2'
eggs and by the lime the last egg's
are hatched he expects to have 1.00
young chicks.
Thus far only a
slight percentage of the hutches have
died after coming out of the shells.
When the chicks are hatched they
are put In brooders from sixty to
eighty in each brooder. These In ood-- !
ers are kept, heated by oil stoves in a
scientific manner and In connection
with each brooder Is a screen-cov-- I
ered run.
As the chicks grow they
are transferred from one brooder to
another according to their special
needs. Upon arriving at the age of
two months the chicks have lived In
a series of six brooders, each of a
different grade adapted
to their
growth.
After the age of two
months the chicks are able to live in
colony houses and have free range in
a large chicken yard. At this latter
stage the males are culled from the
hens and such as are not to be kept
for breeding are sold as broilers In
the markets.
Ten Acre llainii.
The plant of Harger's ranch consists of ten acres of land amply-shadeby fruit trees and grown
up with alfalfa;
nine separate
chicken yards; eleven large coops for
full grown fowls; seven colony
houses for half grown chickens and
fifteen brooders. All the coops, colony house
and brooders are constructed upon the most modern principles, allowances being made in all
for sufficient ventilation, heating
where necessary and
convenient
cleaning. Seven more colony houses
and coops are soon to be erected.
Mr. Harger has been on the present site only since last November,
but he started in the business three
years ago on another place near the
city. He raised only 170 hens the
first year from these, which were
mostly hatched from eggs shipped
here from the east, he has Increased
his (lock to its present size. Despite
the large expenditures necessary in
establishing and equipping his ranch,
Mr. Harger will
realize handsome
profits over and above his investby
ment
the close of this year.

l in k.
have hail tine
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DeWitt s Kidney ana Bladder Tills
are unequaled for Backache, weak
kidneys, inflammation of the bladder
and all urinary troubles. A week's
treatment for 23 cents. Sold by J.
H. O ltielly & Co.
FEE'S
CANDIES,
TORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

R. A. LILLIE
Pumps and Windmills and
Kinds or Repair Work.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j

Where to Dtne Well

jOms

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

oeoeoocoeoeoooooeoe

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the

.dutlea lighter, the carea lem
and the worrlea fewer.
YOU

NE1J)

A

pr
telephone
The
yonr health, prolong jmat Ufa
and protects your home.

TELEPnOXE IN

YOCTi HOMIS

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
oox)oeoeox3eox)eoeooX3eoo

'Dooeoooxococ

FLT SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strengrth and price. Window
screens that are as strong; as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

all

SUPERIOR
PLiVISTs G MILL
SEE OUR NEW BKICli BUILDING

oeowOooxx)x3x)wO

CALL AND SEE ME

30$ S. Edith St.

Phone No. 1047

WHEN YOU BUY A

)00000OIK00000

BUY

The Albuquerque

PIANO

A.

CHICKERING

Hatters

&

SONS

There Are No Better

Hats Cleaned ami Blocked In
any Styles Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
ExCleaned anil Pressed.
press Order
Attended
to
Promptly.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

Corner

California

3rd Gt.& Cold Ave.
Phone 680.

Excursions

TO Mil..
Some Rood corner lots on West
Coal avenue. Also lots on Gold
and Silver avenues. Some pood
bargains In houses and lots m all
parts of the city. See Dunl.-'- s
,
Heal Estate Agency.

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August

Highland Livery

and September

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
HAMBItOOK BrtO?.
Phone SUA.
Hi John Street

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
lift
Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

SAM KEE

San Diego, Coronado and

Seond Strut
Dealer In

213 South

Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Jap
anese Novelties including Japanese Hand
Painted China Wire J J A

j j

Hunter's Wagon Yard
200

N. BROADWAY

We buy and sell horses, buggies,
and everything in live stock and vehicles.

27

TELEPHONE

Consult

a

Reliable

'

Dentist

K- -

a-

F".

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

.ft

Call up 597

Cm

Get Full Particulars

A

liAKKRY LINE

i

203

eastern-mad-

"I certainly
luck,"
continued the proprietor, "there is no
getting around that, but I have also nil! Set of Tcelh
!
up M M
given my stock all n"lli!e good care.
.old nillng
I have not been troubled with rats or
6
iold (niHiN
varmints of any kind, nor has any I'alnle.- - l.xiriictiiig. . .50c
T U
human thief dared to make nightly
1
visitations to my hen coops.
am
well protected
here by four bull AM. WIIKK
Gl'AlI.
dogs.
Those dogs save me more
Avn:i:i.
money than high femes would.
"It is my experience that one male
fowl to fifteen hens is ahout the correct proportion for best results with
the white leghorns, and one male to
twelve hens with the barred Plymouth Hock. I don't believe in
1
small individual Hoik
let my
birds run in large foek and have
iit-;- . ( tin' ami pirrnT.
by so
found the results to be
KOOM 12. X. T. AHMIJO IIIM.
doing.
Popular lall.n v.
"There Is another popular fallacy
in regard to chicken
It Is
claimed that the sex of
can be
determine)! by Its shape or by other When in need ol anything in the
means. This Is not true The germ
of an egg is so on, ,11 that it can hot
be seen by he naked
and this
Mil rests on one
hie of the egg in- French Bakery Co. 202 E. R.R.Ave,
many
(lie
peoof
"
stead
at
end
ple suppose. The feiti.
of an eg,',
of course, eari be dele: mined af'er
four of five days in the incubator,
then the unfertile egg- - ian le lakvu
lots.
out and replai ed by
f.alvHiiiii l Iron Cornice, Tin Kisif-ln"When I started' in 'tie chb ken
Micep-di- p
lank-- .
;alvanlcd
business here I was Ui familiar with Water 'lunks,
l'ic and Ki pair Work.
tin climate eondiiion- - anil had to
work all thi.t out by xper;ence. I
1- -2
j.le. - .1
.villi
ili.it
l;ni nior.- - tha;i
rai-tn-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

m

at
Some Inquiry has been made of thi
Chicken raising on a large
short time department of the Interior lately as has been the dream of many a scale
visen
route
night
any
to
work
Albuquerque
whether
reclamation
last
In
ionary and many a man has been
to his post and wax Interviewed by along the Penasco river, near Hope, ruined thereby.
Tet the business
Most of the pays, and pays well. If it is rightly
the executive committee of the terri- N. M.. Is contemplated.
regarding a inquiries were made through Dele- managed.
torial fair association
gate W. H. Andrews, whose private
military feature for the fair.
The chicken ranch of 3. T. Harger
The colonel received the commit- secretary received the following mes- on 12th street and Mountain road.
tee cordially and showed much en- sage yesterday:
Is a model of modern
Lnu-He
of fund.
thusiasm In the fair project.
methods and good management. This
could not promise on his own respon"It will not be possible for the is a ranch that pays handsomely and
sibility to send any troops here dur- department to undertake an investi- It has been established only three
ing the fair, but assured the commit- gation and survey of the really ex- years.
tee that he vaa heartily in favor of cellent sites said to exist in the vicinKor tlio Kjyrs.
the. move and would see what Influ- ity of Hope. Construction Is already
"I raise chickens primarily for
ence he had to have a military dis- going on In three irrigation projects
On account of the the eggs," said Mr. Harger when Inplay here
in New Mexico.
course I do quite
The coionel was Invited to become funds allowed the reclamation ser- aterviewed, "but of every
broiler business
spring. All
guest of the fair association both vice being about, all expended, nothI
male
fowls
do not need for
that
any
other time he ing can be done at this time."
at the fair and at
Hunter,

Colonel

Japan,
English Breakfast,

PRESCRIPTIONS

HOTV.Ii AIUUVAI.K.

T. HargerHas 600 Hens
and They Lay 30 Dozen
Eggs Dally.

propriation.,

to That End.

Gunpowder,

WE FILL

t.

Col. Hunter, of Fort Wlngate, Proposed Dam at Hope. N.
M., Must Walt for ApWill Use His Influence

Including

develops

section when more ready markets for
the products are opened up."

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teat

PAGE flVK.

RANCH A Into a great scientific chicken raising

CHICKEN

PROJECT

ASSURED

We have a full line of

EVENING

Allen

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by

check, your bu&lness is reeordsd
Each Item knows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures in your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to toih large and
small
accounts.
. ifcr.-..
v
--

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
cOwOJoeoooCwOoo

r.

208

West Cold

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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of cour the airing of such
scandals would have n temporarily
howdepressing effect. Ultlmitely,
ever, 'the result would be favorable.
lice any movement which had In
purpose th- stoppage 01 ainnes an 1
the prevention of s:o k watering
ould tin oqestl mahly prove ft bull ar
gument u;n all sound tailroad se- urltie tht were enrnirg reasonable
profits.
The Monarch mil!, recently burned.
rut ii re llright.
The Immediate future of the mar St Phoenix. Ari.., is to be rebuilt
on
a larger scale.
said
ket is somewhat brighter.
above, the present low level of values
died
gives the market a rallying power
Uncle Ike Perkins, aged
which Is noticeable as soon as un at Adamana. Ariz., Tuesday. He had '
favorable news ceases. We have had resided In avajo. und Apache counsuch a long run of the latter, that ties for 26 years.
values are ready to respond to more
Much depends
A lot of hams In the Copper ju-econditions.
Wheat Will be Late but Dam- favorable
on the crop and monetary conditions store at Douglas, Ariz.,
were confew
weeks.
these
next
If
luring
the
ns untit to eat by Dr. T F.
demned
age to Growth Is
become more favor tble, the market Bray, U. S. Inspector, yesterday. The
should have a fair recovery. At any meat will be burned.
Slight.
rate the American farmer Is likely to
enjoy another year of prosperity
Juan Gonzales and Francisco
from present standpoint, and this is
who recently pleaded not guilty
encouraging.
New York. Jun 12. Stick market
to killing a cow near Tres Hermanos,
111 CI
HEX
."till
nre
somewhat contra'
conditions
changed their plea to guilty yesterdictory.
The very low prices at
day.
They said that they "needed
A Fortunate Ivxan.
which many Rood illvlilcml payers are
the meat."
107
St.
Louis
K
W.
Ooodloe,
Mr.
of
selling should attract good Invest- St.. Dallas, Tex., says: "In the past
ment buying. If not niro or let
At Prescott, Ariz., Tuesday evenI have become acquainted with
purohnses.speculative
But ear K'.nj'j
New Lit.? Pills, and no ing Miss Gertrude M. Wells and Mr.
partly from lack of confidence, anil Dr.
so
effectI ever before tried
John H. Wilson were united In marpartly owing to the relative scarcity laxative
ually disposes of malim and bilious riage, the Hev. Wheatley olllclating.
of capital, there has been no large ness."
They don t grind nor gripe. The bride Is the daughter of Judge
Ail
demand for railroad securities.
and Mrs. K. W. Wells, pioneer resifresh supplies of available capital dur 25c at all dealers.
dents of this city. The groom Is ening he la.t six months have been
gaged In the banking business In Los
rapidly absorbed by the new short-terAngeles.
railroad notes. As Is well
known, these Issues have run up into
Mining company,
The Chemung
everal hundreds of millions, the high
which recently purchased the Copper
rate of interest which they offer and
City, is carrying
mines
at
giving
safety
Silver
of
Flat
the unusual decree
on development work on an enormthem a preference over most other
ous scale. This company has recentInvestments at a time when more or
ly received some of the heaviest minless doubt has entered into the gening machinery that was ever shipped
situation.
eral
to this section, consisting of boilers,
Wlirat Not Short.
engines, air compressors and pumps.
Let us briefly consider some of the
They now have a force of 23 or 20
elements which are interfering with
men at work and this force w ill be
the revival of confidence. Chief
doubled within a very short time.
among these must be Included the
crop situation. Our weather has got
According to declaration of Colonel
upon the average business man s
W. C. Greene and Colonel Epes Ranreason
nerves and
with much
Douglas. Ariz., will be touched
dolph.
The season Is from two to three
by four railroads coming from the
weeks backward; and temperature Railroad
to state
Courts
Asks
of Sonora and making not only
has been below the normal. The
every section of the rich state of So
result Is an unusual degree of
300.-00- 0
iWake
Man
Take
nora
tributary to that city, but also
uncertainty regarding
the next
bringing practically the entire outharvest. It does not appear, how
put
Acres.
of
the Sierra Madre Land and
crop,
ever, that the wheat
which
Lumber company, which is now startlast year was valued at S49Q.00.000
ing
Its great saw mills In the Sierra
has been badly injured. This lmpor
New York. June 13. F. Augustus Madre mountains.
tant crop Is late, yet condition if gen'
erally good, and the most reliable re- Heinz testified In his own behalf to
Charles H. Kcyes died ut Mercy
ports seem to Indicate that with rea day before the acting British consul
sonably fair weather during the bal general. Charles Cllve Bayley, who hospital In Prescott. Ariz., Sunday
by his death,
a
to
taKe
was
growing
and
Yavapai county
appointed
season an ver
ance of the
commissioner
age crop may be anticipated.
There testimony for the supreme court or. loses one of her old and honored
is really no reason at present for an- British Columbia, in which the Co citizens of pioneer days, and the terticipating any real scarcity of wheat lumbia and Western railroad, con ritory a character known far and
In the United States or Canada.
trolled by the Canadian Pacific rail wide for his many charitable acts,
road, has brought suit to force Rir. covering a period of over thirty
Corn O. K.. Too.
and accept 300,-00- 0 years' residence. His death was du;
The shortage, if any. will be In Heinz to designate
acres of mining and timber land. to Internal injuries received In PhoeEurope; a contingency that will cause
railroad contends that It has a nix about two months ago, when he
a good foreign demand for our sur The
partition at any was knocked down by a runaway
plus at relatively high prices. This rght to demand this
notice, but Mr. team and picked up unconscious.
Insures a profitable wheat crop to the time after thirty daysright
Is reserved
the
declares
Htinz
American and Canadian farmers, and
not care to
should check all present anxiety on to him and that he does
Manuel Cordona. a Mexican, was
take the land until 1911. He does drowned
that account. With regard to corn not
while bathing In
have to pay taxes on It until he the pool yesterday
is somewhat different
the situation
above the Arizona dam.
Last year this crop was valued at II,- - accepts it.
near
was a large
Phoenix.
There
Pon t Want Lands.
Planting has been much
16 7,000,000.
party of Mexicans in a boat where
delayed and many fields have had to
The action of which this was a part the pool was
about twelve feet deep.
be resown. Experience has proved. was brought In November, 1908. by Somehow the boat was capsized and
the railway, to compel Mr. Heinz to the whole party was thrown Into the
however, that corn can be sown
late as June 10th and a good crop as accept his share of 675.000 acres of water. Cordona, who could not swim,
sured by September 15th under ordi- the richest Jand in British columDia. was drowned without a hand being
nary weather conditions. It Is thus Mr. Heinz commenced to build In extended to him. All the party were
IS Wo the Columbia and Western rail
quite premature to be
Granite Keef, where the body
road to connect the Crow's Nest coal from
about the corn crop.
was taken. The dead man was about
he
had
fields
Vancouver.
After
with
Cotton Short.
was bought out 50 years old and leaves a wife and
The cotton crop, however, which built fifty miles he
Canadian Pacific for 18,000,-00- 0 five children.
last year was valued at $40, 000,000 by the
the additional consideration
and is the crop of second importance, of a and
Cattle are dying in and around
share in the lands which the
Is unquestionably in an unsatisfac
Ariz., in a sudden and mysas a bonus from the
received
road
tory, if not precarious.
condition. government
at the rate of 20.000 terious manner. Several young catThe June government report gave the acres
tle
have laid down and died sudfor every mile of railroad
condition at 70. B, compared with a
denly in the southern suburb of the
average of 83.6 per cent
town,
and one near Whipple. Im1911.
Until
Would
Wait
This is an exceedingly poor outlook
the bodies
Mr. Heinz today testified that he mediately after death
especially In view of the very small
Some attribute their deaths
Increase In acreage, and threatens a had made a contract with Sir Thomas swell.
to
loco
say
weed;
others
that they
probable reduction
in the yield. H. Shaughne.ssy and R. J3. Angus for are
due to the careless handling of
lie railroad whereby he could take
While good prices may somewhat
compensate the farmer, a real scar trie to the land on thirty days no- giant powder; that quadrupeds re
city of cotton would be nothing short tice any time before 1911. Counsel gard giant powder as a great delicacy
t"" the road caused Mr. Heinz to ad- and that they will go so far as to
of a calamity to the textile intere-st- s
of the United States and other parts mit that in ltfoS he was served with eat the wrappings from the powder,
a notice or partition.
They ueciareii and that the wrappings or verv lit
of the world, since these industries
are almost entirely dependent upon that in their Interpretation of the tle of tile powder is certainly fatal
party
to it had the to them.
tract,
supply
either
the United States for their good err
right to get a partition.
Since Mr.
of this staple. Nevertheless
and his lawyers believe that
weather from now on misht give us Htinz
Old "Nig," the big black dog own
vas
right
reserved to him alone, the ed by K. U. Beaiiehami).
fully an average crop.
general
by
will
be
British
decided
the
matter
manager of the Gold Belt, arrived in
Hnv In ;wmI Condition.
consul
courts.
The
Columbian
next
to
crop,
Ariz., this week from the
which rtiik.s
The hay
the hearing till Wednesday Clifton,
cotton. is In good condition. Other
where he had accomHeinz will afnx his signature to mountains,
grains oats and barley and the fruit aw hen
panied
a
prospecting party who were
transcript of his evidence, ami this looking for
crops, are, of course, backward, but
the Adams diggings. The
to British
dog was foot sore and half starved
their prospects have not been much will b f
Injured by the prevailing unfavorable
and showed evidence of having had a
weather except in certain localities
hard trip. On his neck was found a
The Music Xo. 3.
Such conditions have imparted a very
to J. O. Baylor, secretary of the
Number three is a wonderful mas- note
business
cautious feeling amongst
Belt, informing him that the
of Cedar Gold
men, for the reason that any disaster cot for Geo. H. Purls,
to a letter diggings had been located and that
to the crops would unquestionably (J rove, Me., according suffering
Beauchamp
wanted DUO ore sacks
much
cause a very decided setback to busi which reads: "After
to him at once, as he had
with liver and kidney trouble and be- shippedmore
tiess.
gold than he knew what
coming greatly discouraged by the found
IttlKlllCS
Dull.
do with. He also stated that he
Some branches of th retail dry failure to find relif. I tried Electric to
start Quilling for Clifton with
goods trade have suffered materially Bitters and as a result I am a well awould
from the backward season. More man today. The first bottle relieved he big shipment of "gold" and that
should
completed
arrive inside of a week.
the
ttvat
bottles
spreads
and
business
over, the feeling
three
cure. Guaranteed best on earth for According to the date of the note it
has reached the top notch and that
A few
In stomach, liver and kidney troubles took the dog two weeks to make the
reaction Is Inevitable.
trip.
dustries, like the Iron and cotton by ail dealers.
o
trades, are still enjoying great aetlv
Duncan H. Cumming. the Denver
ltv. but outside of these there U evi
man who has been In and about Bendence that reaction has begun. At
soon
son,
altogether
too
Is
same
Arizona, the past week or ten
time it
the
days looking for tungsten ores, into take discouraging views of the
crop situation, especially as our far
The funeral of the late J. F. Mar forms the Benson Press that an elecmers are sure of securing very profit tin, father of Mrs. D. C. Labbe, of tric lamp has been invented, made
able prices. It is quite reasonable to tills city, wa-- s held yesterday morning f tungsten, which requires much
anticipate more seasonable weather at the church of the Immaculate less electricity than those now in
after fully two months ofweabnormal
with interment in Santa use. Tungsten hus been discovered in
escape Conception,
conditions, and should
Barbara, cemetery.
the mountains surrounding Benson,
arl frosts there is no reason yet
The deceased was born In England and shipments were made by the
whv we should not be favored with where he lived until his seventh I'reiuls Chemical company at Dragoon
an average yield of all the great birthday, when his parents moved to from placer ground, but that comstaples, except possibly In the case the United States, settling in Pitts-fiel- pany has opened up copper deposits,
Hit cotton,
which up to ila'e has
til.
From there the Martins
turned its attention from tungsuffered more severely thin any oth moved to New Iberia. Li. When a and
the red metal. The
voung man, the deceased secured a sten to mining
er agricultural product. c
Whetstone mountains, a few miles
Kouiwu of Conlid-nplantations and he southwest
number of sugir
Benson,
give promise of
.
r
of
oth.-sources buiit the tlrs-- central sugar factory
There have been two
becoming a permanent source of supInterfering with the revivU of contl in that stdfe
tiem-eviz.. gold exports and govern
A son
Kobert. Is at pre.sent em ply of tungsten, which has been
meat Investigation. The gold export ploye,! by the British government ut found there at several points In
us
a
surprise.
Near
came somewhat
M:tttii. Natal. South Africa. Killing quartz ledges.
ship. the civil war. Mr. Mar'in ran the
ly J.S,i00.0Ol has thus far
We do It right, KOCGII DRY. ImIed. and some authorities have ca.cw
Moikade on the Mississippi river for perial
Laundry Co.
i fe le racy.
lated that the total amount woul
the
aggregate about $10.ni)i.il()l.
These
Mhipments. which went mainly
strengthen Paris, have, of conns'
money
been facilitated by the
Is an ordeal which a3
rates; slackening business ami di
women approach with
mlnished speculative activity lessen
our
for money.
1ng the demand
indescribable fear, for
to
bank circulation now amounts
nothing compares with
together
with
J6u0.OOO.OU0, which.
Isold and other kinds of money,
the pain and horror of
It 0 Hi
o:
over
amounts to "J. 4
child-birtThe thought
34 per head, the highest on record.
This is an Inflation In our currency of of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
over 200. 000. 0U0 in the ist four of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
currency
years. Had we an
iiystem. such as has been persistently
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
curour
years
past,
for
lemanded
have f jur.d that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
y
rency would now contract automatic-alland check any excessive else in confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to lite of mother
money rates, such as will rapidly folto all women at the
and chili. Thi.i scientific liniment is a god-sen- d
low In case of diminished commerof their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
time
cial and financial a''tivit:es
l':.rj'.:ll tlu perils of child-birtl)iMiiii't l iiiMnii .
carry wgitun sif-.-lbut its use
g
The element of ii,.iui.-- '
!
for
the
coming
"morning
event,
prepares
prevents
gently
system
invei.iigjti.ii
is
from government
sickness, and o'Ikt disf oi:i
more or less temporary.
should any distui liini- - I:s, l,,su vs l" comforts of t'.ni period.
made regarding recent riil:i'l deals Sold by ail druggists at
be 'jits-in4. Public
the effect wouldagain
be iroused to fl.oo per bonb.
opinion might
Book
more radical action i. stv.e legislacontjiui.i ' valuubb information free.
tures, especially should li.e investigations be carried beyond the ii,st iae.-- j The Bridfie!J Regulator Co., Atlanta, Gi. LI tf Ui
commis-iiovv before the ii.ter.-f'.a'.si on.
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IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
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SHOWS 2 AND

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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A3?s7IMAXjiS uoVJ
TRAINED CAMELS
TRAINED SACRED CATTLE
TRAINED TAPIRS
TRAINED DROMEDARIES
TRAINED CASSOWARY
TRAINED ANT EATERS
TRAINED BOS INDICUS
TRAINED LLAMAS
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TRAINED PIGS
TRAINED GOATS
fRAINEU TIGERS
TRAINED PONIES
fRAINED ZEBUS
TRAINED BIRDS
TRAINED PUMAS
TRAINED DOGS

CLOWN

O
2 O-- R U IN IN Y
Scores
'Lilliputian Performers. Troupes of Acrobats.
Gymnasts, Bycychsts, Jugglers, Wire and Kope
Walkers, Necromancers, Atheletes,
c
and Japanese Performers.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.
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They Keep the Flies Out
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President
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Aatborlted Capital
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ALBUQUERQUE,
HARRIET JOHNSTON-WOONew
York
June 13. Woman lea at the ends of her fingers.
should propose. She has developed
"A I! the talk ahout this vital quesmore rapidly than man has. There Is tion," she
suid. "is only the advance
plenty of historical precedent for wo- tsurinl ( f the
coining rule of woman.
man's proposing.
If the perfection If you go hack to Euripides
and
the Homer, you will find that they, as
of the race is to be attained,
m ther must choose the father of her well as Shakespeare, make some of
children.
their heroines propose. At least one
These were the high lights flashed iiiHtanre is familiar to everybody
Women's
amidst tile Professional
that of Roaz. When Ruth proposed
league by Mrs. Harriet Johnston-- I to P.ocz, he did not seem In the least
Wood, the lawyer.
jsurptiveU or displeased."
She insisted that men and women
The subject "Shall Women Pro- nose? was evidently not new to Mrs. we;''; created equal, but the woman
Johnston-Woodeveloped
Hhe
more rapidly, that mothin
waded
for
"Nobody
blithely, quoted Euripides. Homer, ers came before fathers.
Shakespeare and the scriptures; rlitted cared at first," she said, "who the
from times prehistoric to times yet to father might be. Aryan and Semitic
come; pointed out the comparative history shows this."
words,
She used double-barrele- d
obscurity and unimportance of man,
and concluded with a veritable out- too. with great ease and fluency.
age
inpassing,"
Is
In
she
patriarch
of
"The
burst
the economic
behalf
asserted, "and the amphiarch age is
dependence of womankind.
dawning. When the feminine and
IV' Indi'iMMulent.
generic man have as"There is only one piece of advice masculine of proper
relations to each
sumed
their
I have to orter." she declared.
"Be
there will be no shame In woIndependent before you pop the ques- other, avowing
love."
tion and then you can stand the re- man speaker her
was roundly
The
sult."
Johnston-Wood
Mrs.
had authoritMltS.

'
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TALKING PONY
EXCITING RACES
A BIQ MORAL, SHOW
WATERPROOF TENTS
H1QH SCHOOL RIDING
BRING THE CHILDREN
LEAPING GREYHOUNDS
EVERY ACT A FEATURE
ANIMAL POLICE PATROL
A PLAY ENACTED BY D00S
ISIS, the TALKING MONKEY
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie

the Urgent and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

fl

FARM AND FREIGHT VAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

UOCC00.K

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M

,

THTRMAY, JVXE

ALBUQUERQUE
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ETEN1XG

MURDER

Another Car Load of Furniture

CITIZEN.

A

Join the

Just Arrived at Futrelle's Furniture Emporium

SETK.

PAGE

Club

Anti-He- at

NEW TERROR OF THE STREET

A large assortment of
Nobby Furniture that
will make your pocket- book glad . . .

MKETS every Summer at this store.
The
Club Uniform is viz: One of our Single or
Double Breasted Blue Serge Suits, a Straw Hat,
Negligee Shirt. Bal Briggan Underwear, thin
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its
price. The annual dues for the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed
"WT
M.

Strange Mania of Young Man Results
K

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.

in Death of Woman Whom
He Don't Know.

Cir. Coal and Second

$20.00 or $30.00
Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll never regret having

oocwoo

TWO CENT FARE

done so, and you'll pay your dues willingly.

shaped groove of the plate and lock
the whole affair. The ends of the
rails cannot sink and the rails cannot
spread at the ends, and they seldom
spread elsewhere. The invention Is
basic, an entirely new Idea, and railroad men estimate that it will save
in
the L'nlted States
to railroads
$10U, 000,000 a year.

FASHIONABLE

Passenger

Spread of Low

Rate Legislation Was
General.
The most popular form of railway
lcpislation In vogue with state legislatures in the Hessians just closed or
about to close, was the reducing: the
rates of paiwenKer fare. A summary
shows that
of such legislations
eighteen states In all have reduced
the passenger rate to two cents a
mile. These states are: Alabama,
Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa,
Arkansas,
Kansas. Michigan. Minnesota, Mississippi. Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Oklahoma, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
The bills either have gone Into effect when signed by the governor or
within sixty days after their passage.
In many states the bills were passed
on
in spite of strenuous opposition
the part of the roads and with the
enactment of the measures the fight
against the roads has only half been
won.
To the Courts.
The representatives of the roads
oppose
In the courts every
wlil
fare law that has been passed in
western states. If the roads win in
the United States supreme court the
eastern roads will take steps to upset
the
fare laws of Ohio, Michigan. Indiana and other states.
Some of the railway managers believe that the best plan is to appeal
to the Interstate Commerce commisto
the application
sion against
through traffic of the
rate In
the various states. The attorneys for
the roads, while agreeing that the
commission would rule that
fare was unreasonably low, partlc-ular- y
in the western states, believe
that too much time would be consumed in reaching a final decision in
the matter if It were taken up first
by the commission.
Some Koitili Comply.
The roads traversing Indiana and
Michigan have agreed to make efrate
fective without delay the
on state traffic, but will not reduce
their rate on interstate traffic to a
basis of two cents until the courts
have ruled that they must do ,so.
Such a ruling would cost the railroads between Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard millions of dollars.
Some of the attorneys for railroads
believe that the supreme court will
decide that the state laws are unconstitutional because of their effect on
interstate traffic. In signing the
fare law in Illinois, Governor
Ieneen said that ho did so In the full
knowledge that extended litigation In
the courts would be necessary to establish or disprove the validity of the
measures.
Will Make 1 totter J bills
Commenting on the agitation

better steel rails. Chairman Judge

for
E.

H. Oray of the steel corporation, has
said:
"I do not think," said Judge Gray,
"that any charges of international
neglect on the part of manufacturers
or railroad managers have been authorized by any officials who are in
control of their respective properties.
It is probable that the leading
railroad officials and the leading officials of the manufacturing company
will soon personally or by competent
representatives make a thorough and
exhaustive study of the whole situation, at which time every Important
question relating to the quality of
rails and the operation of railroads
as applied to the use of rails will be
discussed, and with the hope on the
part of all concerned that there will
be
a unanimous
decision which
should not be questioned by any one.
I do not hesitate to say that If it is
practicable to manufacture a better
tall than the one now in ue our
companies will make it."
Tu Test New lHvl-- .
H. H. Akers, of Cherryvale, Kan.,
is in receipt of a letter fmm J. I.
Hurley, general manager of the Santa Fe, slating that General Superintendent Fox of Topeka, or a personal
representative
present in
will
be
Cherryvale when the test of the lieu"
Akers mall bag catcher and deliverer
;s made, which will be soon.
The test is made on the suggestion
of the postotiice department.
The
po.-tauthorities stated recentlv that
tr.ey required the Indorsement of the
railway company before any action
looking to the adoption by them. The
Akers company has a practical Indorsement of Sant.l Fe otli.Tals, but
it was thought best to get a "formal
When this is secured
n.dorseineMt.
the company will be able to treat
po.-toihrials. and conn
with the
deiit'.y expect the government to tak
up the matter of adopting the Ak.i'
:general use on all it
catcher
railvvav n.ail trains.
Kail Joint
Tiie Williams li..ltU-Manufacturing romp. my, owners of .i
liiorp.ir.itrd,
invention,
have
rtcetit
t,i" c .. iterators being as f..I..'v.-- .
Win. I Williams. Ill-- inventor, Wil'-..- i
;.ti k. Frank Condmti and 1'
in
all of Klrkl.m l. A; zona
and Fi.n.k Williams, of It -- a. II.
M.
This lentli ss rail joint app.
diately to tlloe who see it a'
invention of gnat utility, as vw-- a s.u'i ;v appliance.
The come
of the rails tit into the T- r:.i
al
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ligh Shoes,

121

Beaven

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon OoTers $00 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Yesura.
J.VP-A-LA- C.

406 Wast Railroad Mwooaa

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

Star Furniture Co.
214

A. E. WALKER,

W. Geld Ave.

-

Albuquerque

riRm

New Mexico

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, FALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Aseoesa-Uo- n.
Office at 217 West Ttstlrsag
avenue.
.

W. E.

WOOL

TOTI

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load .... $3.18

W.

H. HAHN
lloth Phones-

&

CO.
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Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

thi: oi.ii:st miii.

in

OR API

In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
per
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
$.5
this line with us.
Sfl.At
NORTH TH T.D BT.
$8.50

Genuine America o block,
ton
Cerrlllos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sUes
sunt
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
I

t

Dtalert

COAL

Gllramug anil Pressing Ithirks

MAUGEP

with Raube and II auger
Office, lis North First Sc
ALIll Ql KliQl'K, N. M.

BEST TOUP.NOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Clipper Avenue.

HENRY'S

Railroad Avinua

Thos. F. Keletaer

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

CHAPLIN

WFJI.

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

-

MRS. ROSE HENRY

)xfords,

Let us fit you.

AFTER MAY 18

John

Blotter,

$4.00

FOR CASH ONLY

S.

CtJt

X4.00

WOOD

BALDRIDGE

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

pvils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.

A'. Si, Rid Cnmi

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
16.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

Boston-Cincinn-

-.

aching

Pturu

Chicago-Philadelph-

1

fort

COAL

Kt

C.

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe ii co m
able from
'he start.

Mrxlco City and return $40.25, June
A stylish.
8 to 15 inclusive. I.lmlt August
31. 1907.
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit, shoe that's
$58.75: sixty day, $72.80; season
absolutely
limit, Deo. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo zomfortcblc
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO. 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.

1
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'

The burning and

BASE BALL

I

"Itbtnds
tvilh the f.vt"

Mused bv stiff soles p.nd the

i

1

breaking in

No

and

i

P.II,i:ol,

CLOTMINa
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WALKER

ion;

FASHIONABLE.

None Better

The Washington Clothing

The wild game of Mexico, a subject heretofore receiving little attention from the usual visitor to Mexico, Is the subject of a booklet to be
issued shortly by the National lines,
following which the road will advertise extensively throughout the l'nlted States with a view to featuring
hunting as one of the principal attractions of Mexico.
According to a story heard around
Has Been Walking Railroad
the local railroad shops the Santa Fe
passenger
may put two additional
.MltS. i:iX.
HUMELUAGEX.
In Arizona For Ten
trains on the Hio Grande division
Freeport, 111., June 13. That death heart at peace with all mankind.
soon.
The new trains, If placed in
Killed by Drunkard.
Years.
operation, will run between Albu- Is latent In surroundings that seem
Suddenly a young man the worse
querque and El Paso. When seen most secure Is demonstrated by the
Vw.
n,um.
n
it.
fi.t
Bt.iwaa
hollu
last night Superintendent Etter, of slaying of Mrs. Kdna Humelhagen
(.llVi,e a,ld frightens her into
bles
the Hio Grande division, said that lie
13.
Tucson, Ariz.,
J. C.
June
run. As she flees this shadow Drumgold
knew nothing about the matter.
is the name of a half
looked like u woman who had spurn- aacross
path,
out
whips
her
the
brute
walking
man who has been
a revolver and tires at her. Once, crazed
About a month ago a special 'rain ed his love.
track between Yuma and Indlo
The story of this new danger to twice, thrice the leaden agents of the
load of strike breakers, mostly forfor the past
and
Yuma
and
eigners, passed through Albuquerque the pursuit of life, liberty and happi- destruction are hurled at her. The ten years. He Is Tucson
not a pleasant sight
en route to San Francisco to take the ness is terrible.
Mrs. Humelhagen, third strikes down the territled wo- to look upon. HIm clothes are ragplace of the striking street car men. 1, married only a score of months, man as she drops into the arms of a ged, dirty and old, his hair touches
Last night the same men passed finds the day a delightful one. She passerby murmuring a mother's up- his stooped shoulders
an old
through here en route home. When hurries through with her work that permost thought, "Save me for my torn and begrimed blackandhat shades
they arrived in Frisco they became she can take her baby out for a poor baby."
wild eyes from the glaring sun of
his
frightened at the actions of the much needed airing. The little one
The shooter was Herbert K. Spring- - the desert.
strikers.
leaps and crows in Its baby carriage er, of Kockford, a youth who says
His eyes are gray and have that
glad to be out In the sunshine. Blithe he mistook Mrs. Humelhagen for a stare and luster peculiar to the In
The Santa Fe railroad Is delivering In her heart and proud as a young' woman who had rejected him.
In sane. Although from his general apdaily at San Angelo, Tex., steel and mother can be of her child, Mrs. jail he raves over his fatal mistake, pearance and the wild expression of
w
M.
goes
K.
C.
and
Humelhagen
of
give
for
street
the
all
an iota of his glaring eyes, any one would supdown the
hich does not
other material
O. railway .which is being built out looking upon the animation
in the comfort to a motherless babe bereft pose him mad, the old man has never
been known to make any attempt at
of that point. Work is being pushed streets with friendly Interest and he" ot Its caressing breast.
violence, and every trainman on the
along rapidly and It will be only a
two
divisions Is familiar with the
be
will
few months until this line
Clark and Yeager.
sight of the gaunt man who has
operated Into San Angelo.
11. 11. E.
Second game
tramped across the desert In heat
S
4
2
Lincoln
ami cold for the past ten years.
The workmen employed In cleaning
7
1
2
lies
Moines
Trainmen Favor Him.
out the old water tank opposite the
WIIKICK THKY PLAY,
lotteries Stimmel and Zinran;
He supposes he Is employed by the
coal chutes are still shoveling out a
Sporer
Yeager.
and
railroad but In reality he has never
white, limy substance. Already three
At Omaha
U. H. E. drawn a cent from the corporation. A
National 1 .ensile.
car loads of the sediment have been
2 wealthy
7
3
Omaha
Hoston at St. Louis.
brother, who lives In San
hauled away, and, according to an
0 Francisco, sends him a small sum oc1
4
Denver
Brooklyn at Chlcagc.
employe of the roundhouse, there Is
Kagan
Hatteries
clouding;
casionally,
and
and nil the trainmen are
Pittsburg.
New York at
still another car load in the tank.
Kohannon and McDonough.
kind to the old man, having orders to
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
At Sioux City
H. H. K. let him ride on freights whenever he
A new road is to be built from
Sioux City
$ 10
asks for a ride.
American Icatruc.
Point Hock, Tex., to Tennyson, Tex.,
He keeps a little note book In
8 14
Pueblo
Chicago at New York.
via Miles.
$1.10.000 has been subwhich he figures up the miles he has
Hatteries
'ad nulla tier and Spie
Detroit at Washington.
scribed in that territory and the
Morgan and Drill.
traveled and the conditions, as he
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
scheme is to be handled by Austin
found them along the track.
His
parties. The road will be in course
only
belongings are two smoke covTetter Cured.
HOW TIIKY STAMI.
of construction within six months.
ered tin palls and a roll of blankets.
A lady customer of ours had suffered with tetter for two or three These he curried with him In his long
National League.
Silver City, N. M., will soon have
years. It got so bad on her hands solitary tramps in the silent desert,
Won. Lost. Per. that she could not attend to her summer and winter, rain, wind or
two new day trains to El Paso, ac10
35
.77S household duties. One box of Cham- shine.
cording to passenger officials of the Chicago
.6XH
31
14
Santa Fe. J. M. Connell, general New York
berlain's Salve cured her. Chamber17
21
passenger agent, has promised to Philadelphia
.836 lain's medicines give splendid satisFor scratches, burns, cuts, insect
IS
give the matter full consideration.
Pittsburg
.571 faction In this community.
H
M.
H. bites and the many little hurts com.400 Kodney & Co., Almond. Ala. Cham- mon to every family, use DeWltt's
IS
i
Hoston
The work of erecting the new tie Cincinnati
.3'J2 berlain's medicines are for sale by all Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
IS
Sold
pickling plant, south of the new yards Brooklyn
1.1
31
by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
.38 druggists.
is progressing rapidly. A spur track St. Louis
13
36
.iOo
more than a mile in length has been
Our ROCtiU JDKT work aon's have
Bring us your Job work. Prices
built to the plant to enable material
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- the very lowest and
American league.
the work will
to be hauled there.
W on. Lost.
"er. dry Co.
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
31
674
15
Chicago
and calling ctrds a specialty.
Switch engine 2376. w hich has been
31
1H
17
646
Not Neglect ttie Children.
o
working In the El Paso yards, was Cleveland
17
26
605
At this season of the year the first
brought
morning Detroit
here yesterday
Is no case of Indigestion, no
There
S
,'43
L'i
unnatural looseness of a child's matter how obstinate, that will not bo
"dead'' and will be placed in the Philadelphia
l'3
465 bowels should have immediate at- speedily
New York
Jo
shops for a thorough overhauling.
relieved by the use of Kodol.
3H6 tention.
2)
IS
St. Louis
The best thing that can be
14
333 given Is Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Kodol contains the same Juices found
JS
The California limited, which was Washington
Conforms to
freight Hoston
delayed yesterday by the
326 and Diarrhoea Remedy, followed by In a healthy stomach.
j 31
the Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
wreck at Hlbera, did not arrive here
castor oil as directed with each bottle by
O
Rielly
H.
J.
fc
Co.
Western
last night until 8:55 o'clock, with No.
of the remedy. For sale by all drug1 following a few
Won. Lost. Pel. gists.
minutes later.
C.'iiclten
To
r"eJer.
2
it
2
20
.59
Omaha
Mausard'a Mills are seT'tig good
Matney, Smith and Brooks, con- Des Moines
.56S
25
ECUS
HATCHING.
victed of breaking open a Santa Fe
Eggs J 1.50 ped setting. Rose comb, wheat at 11.50 pfr 100 lbs.
26
20
.565
car aund stealing goods therefrom, Lincoln
.500 Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
20
20
Denver
A prompt, pleasant,
good remedy
at Las Vegas, were sentenced to three Sioux City
23
.477 Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
21
years each in the penitentiary.
for coughs and colds is Kennedy's
.2'JS J. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
33
14
Pueblo
Cough
Syrup.
Laxative
It contains
conno opiates and does not constipate.
Elmo D. Murphy, formerly
He Fired die Stick.
Nutional lyciiifiic.
nected with the Topeka office, has
by
it.
Children
like
Sold
J. H.
"I
have
walking
11.
H.
E.
tired the
At Pittsburg
stick Ive
arrived here to work as a stenograph- Pittsburg
1
carried over forty year", on account O Rielly & Co.
S
5
er in Master Mechanic Harlow's of- Brooklyn
o
of a sore that resisted every kind
1
7
4
fice.
All stomach troubles are quickly
Batteries Leever and Oibson ; Mc- - of treatment, until I tried Bucklen's
Arnica Salve; that has healed the relieved by taking a little Kodol after
Passenger engine 1257 was turned Intyre and Butler.
York sore and made me a happy man." each meal. Kodol goes directly to
At St. Louis: St. Louis-Neout of the shops yesterday
and
writes John Garrett, of North Mills, the Reat of trouble, strengthens the
freight engine 3SS sent in to fill the game called off; wet grounds.
N. C.
Guaranteed for piles, burns, digestive organs, digests what you
At Cincinnati:
vacancy,
etc., by all dealers.
eat. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
game postponed; wet grounds.
W. A. I.andruni, traveling auditor,
At Chicago:
spent last evening In Albuquerque. game postponed; wet grounds.
Mr. -i in ruin's headquarters are at
Burton, Kansas.
Anierieau jeaj;tie.
R. H. E
At New York
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
agent, Detroit
Mr. Davis, local Pullman
16 15 0
sevIn
Ogden. I'tah. for
who has been
4 10 10
New York
SHERWIN-WILLIAMeral days on a business trip, has
S
and
Batteries Muilin.
Killian
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
l hum.
Schmidt; Orth, Hogg and Kllenow.
the longest, most economical; full measure.
it- ii. E.
Washington
At
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement
23
Mexican Central engines
and Washington
5
1
4
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
They Chicago
!24 are lore en route south.
1
13 IS
have men converted from coal to
FIRST STREET AND COAI AVE. AMirQCERQCE, NEW MEX.
Batteries
Patten.
Durham.l
oil burners.
Hughes. Warner and Hcydon; Smith
a
Paul Scott, clerk In the generul and Sullivan.
At Boston
R. H. E.
foreman's office, nil taken to St
4
6
6
Josvph Inopltal Tuesday for treat Boston
2
12 14
Cleveland
ment.
Batteries Glaze,
ibeiiin, Pruitt
C. Se'vv,
hief of the coast line and Shan; Thielinan and Bemis.
secret s i i, ,.. spent yesterday in the
At Philadelphia
Ji. II. E.
city.
2
are at l.os St. Louis
headquarters
His
0 3
Angel.- -.
3 in
Philadelphia.
Batteries Howell and Buc!o; Dy.
Ki eiders llo r. In and Toswell bav, gelt and Schrvek.
Fade
F'tnth Dry and S cam Cleaning. We Guarantee not to Shrink
to Las. Vegas from Ainarillo
returntd
T. x.;the mo it Delicate of Ladiei Garments,
Aiuericiiii s- - ialloii.
At
bus;
Columbus 1; Kan-- !
11
II. Luvali. jlie of tile directors sa City'"li'in
;i.
I
pas.-f the S.llltil Fl
through the
lie Mol.e a Specialty of Cleaning, Piecing and Repairing
I
poii-:
At
Indianapolis.
ndiana
nv
rl.iy.
M iniica polls
yame .iM poio d ram.
I.oiii-vnl- e
At Ijuisvillc:
St
4;
W. I.' Hi!!. Santa
a:
Fe agent
Paul 6.
- '. iking a Vacation.
l;..ua
a
At Toledo:
Toledo ',. Mihvauko'
Coodt Called fot and Delivered,
Out of Town Ordert Given Prompt Attention
P.: in. ;, s.i .ivi r has been traiisfVi-1...- - I.
V. gas.
r. .1 '
Western League.
At Lincoln-- my
it. II E.
ami
crkam
hi:
iti iii wtST sa.t vtui
yjlbuquerque,
7
eu v&exko
0
BEAR 01 IAV0T HOfkl
Lincoln
.OI PS.
C'ORNKIt
IV AT
UUPntl4IO
I i. s
M
7
I HI Kill
2
0
,;ies
AMI
AMI
Jlj'.'.cin s - M Key
Zinr.ni;
and
I-

COPYRIGHT 1904
WASHINGTON

Agent For

Police Judge George Craig and A.
night ticket agent. left
last night for a visit to Tom Jacob-son- 's
chicken ranch south of the city.
by Tom
They were accompanied
Pheian. reputed to be the best cook
boys
dined on
city.
in the
The local
chicken fried, boiled, broiled, roasted and all other ways In which the
before returning
fowl is cooked,
home. This morning's session of pountil 5
lice court was postponed
o'clock this evening and Mr. Fouts,
agent,
worked for Sherer
day ticket
last night.
W. Sherer,

STATES

M. MANDELL

COPYRIGHT 1904
WASHINGTON

Kiuds if Freh and
Steam fausuice F
r.MIL KLII-Masorl? Butldlnr
AU

a.

MILL

thi; citv.

When in
of sa Ji.Mlix.r. frame, no.
etc. Scroll work a
y. 4ili
Al.
Sun til 1 lr- -t ttrct t. 1'cU lione W3.
ni-e-

.none

ell Blocs,
No.

lt.
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Otft Low Shoes
They give free access to the air, do not

i

obstruct the movement of the ankle and
show off your foot to the best advantage.
They cling closely to the heel and do
not slip up and down. No breaking in

iuiui

$2.2.'
$2.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.50
$1.50
$2.50 $3.00 $3.50
$3.00 $3.50 $i.00

$1.50 $2.00
$1.50
$!.." $2.50
$1.50 $2.00 $2.50
$2.50 $2.75 $3.00

st

umi

w

OH

1 K.A
--

.w

Beef Tenderloins

Pork Tenderloins
Steaks

$T CREAMERY

BUY MERRITTS

GO.

A. Sedillo,
Sedillo, arrived
O.

Plumbers

321-32-

3

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White
Ice

gg

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Cream
Freezers

or

A.

of the
Mining company. Is in the city
today, looking for men to work on
the company's claim In Coyote can-

yon.

Nearly 900 colored soldiers, members of the Twenty-fift- h
infantry, a
battalion of which was dishonorably
discharged from the army for its
participation
in
the Brownsville,
Texas, riots, passed through
Albu- -

Water
Filters

i

Tuesday morning. June ISth. 10
o'clock sharp at the home of Kev.
J. W. Rarron. HOS West Silver avenue. The entire furnishings of a nicely appointed
home will go
at auction, only three in family and
all are strong and well. Sale consists
of 21
black Minorca fall pullets,
man's new bicycle, kitchen utensils,
range, gasoline range, heater, dishes,
linoleum,
refrigerator,
glassware,
oak dining table and
sideboard.
chairs, $50 bed lounge, couch, mahogany musk: cabinet, center tables,
beautiful large and small rugs, Morris chair, brass beds, springs, mattresses, chamber sets, lace curtains,
maple washstanils and dressers, wall
bookcase, hall rack, new $600 Bush
grand
upright
and Urts cabinet
piano It is a beauty ha magnlti-cetone and a superb French walnut case, cheap at $00, but goes to
the highest bidder for cash.
You can afford to come several
miles to attend this sale. The family
leaves Tuesday evening for the east,
therefore,
sale 10 o'clock sharp
Tuesday morning, the 18th. See
goods Monday before sale. Nothing
sold prior.
S4.HTT KNIGHT, Auctioneer.

V

A

nt

Diamond

to

New Supply of

Palace

RAILRdAD

Cut data. Clocks, Silverware.
Diamond. Watchea, Jewelry. SQUA
HU DUAL.
A

Till

.'.'4

ANNEX ROOMING
HOUSE.
New Management.

rgjf-V-

til

opposite the Alva-rad- o
and next to Sturges' cafe,
has recently been entirely refurnished and remodeled.
It
is now one of the coolest an
most attractive rooming houses
In the city, with every modern
convenience,
both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive invalids.
You can secure a room for
$S per month
and up. Also
by the day or week, at reasonable prices. If your old
room is warm and uncomfort- 2
able, move to the Annex.
HAM BIN I,

Propria

.

11

Iyocated

MRS.

friends are
watching your game;
and so are a lot of
other people who don't
know you.
. f .
T'f
1 neY re Judging you
Your

v..

,, l

ei, .,1.

1

ww

r

-

1

You U find our Hart

Schaffner & Marx
clothes the kind you
want to be judged by.

'''-mm'

all-wo-

1
1

Copyright 1907 by
Hart Schaffntr &

Mrr

I

Better look at them;
all right.
Prices not tOD high.
ol,

See Our 2 Piece Suits

reiw.

$10.00$15.00

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodaks free.

i SIMON STERN

HAWLEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCofmick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

C. H. Carnes,

O.D.

The

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

i

1

J.

M.

O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything in our line.

AN ELEGANT

LINE OF LIBBEY'S

BRILLIANT CUT GLAB

11.

N. M.

n iz n. v

E. Fox, Secretary and Manager.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

Reduction In Trimmed Hats
Miss C. P. Crank

All Kinds of Indian and Moxtean Goods. Tho Cheapest
Plaeo to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Orders Carefully and Promptly rilled.

512 North Second S ttet
Specialty of

GEO. W. HICKOX

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Done
i

Mrs. M.

C Wilson

224 W.

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Packard's
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

Ladles' and Men's Clothing Cleanand Repaired.
Men's
Suits made to order. All work
Prices reasonable.

ed, Pressed

AVE.
We Invite

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.ff

guar-antee-

I OS N. First St.

502 West Rallromd Avenue. Rhone 131

i

R.R.

AND

below the surface of
their work, and telling thought is stitched
h
Smart Clothes. You,
into our
being a man of today, are interested in good
clothe- s- clothes that fit. Ours are yours, and
h
label marks them.
the
Two-Pie$ 9.00 to $18.00
Men's Suits
$12.00 to $30.00
Business Suits for Men

BOUGHT. SOLO

Transactions
Cuarantoto

1

BELL'S

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

42--

122 South Second

LIVERY

ft

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0
0
0
0O

Harvesting Machinery

NORTH SECOND ST.

TELEPHONE AS

Not Made by the Trust

liGIELITZ the TAILOR
gal

&

Maker of
Lakes' and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes
N. T. Armijo

L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Wholesale Distributors

New Location

Stein-Bloc-

ce

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Tho Arch Front
South Second St.

O

18 W. R. R. Ave

KEEN MINDS CUT DEEP
Stein-Bloc-

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

EXCHANGED

Association Offlet

ROSENFIEID'S,

d.

The

SSSSSSSSSS5SS?

0

Write For Our New Catalogue

Hand Painted China

Gold

Morelli. the Tailor

Direct From the Factory

T. T. MAYNARO

We Are Displaying

to Order.

for

FANCY WORK

TICKETS

119 West Gold

THE GAME

iiimtiiimiiriiTtTTitft

MuU-rial--

FRESH DRY BATTERIES

THE

jour trade and guarantee

.

During the season when white
shoes are worn you want a preparation that is cleanly In use; that is
easily applied and that really restores
the original purity and smoothness of
the surface. In other words you want
Blanco, the standard dressing for
white leather and canvas articles of
all kinds. 10, 15 and 25 cent packages at C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
Central avenue.
"Had dyspepsia or Indigestion for
years. N'o appetite, and what I did
eat distressed me terribly. Burdock
Blond Bitters cured
me." J. 11.
Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.

six-roo-

JUST RECEIVED

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Ijawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

r

WATCHING I

IlLlMi.

STYLISH DRLSSMAKING

Just Arrived

MAIL

llRETT

A.

ing.
G. Oxendine, president

It.

Coolers

EVERITT

brother

in this city this
morning from Socorro. lie is here
on business.
William It. Chillier will leave tonight for Washington to represent
Delegate Andrews in the Larrazolo-Andrew- s
contest.
Miss Annie Ballard, who has been
visiting friends in Roswell, N. M
was In the city last night en route
to her home in Kansas.
John Powell, wife and daughter, of
Memphis, Tenn., are visitors in Santa Fe.
Mr. Powell has a cotton
plantation near Memphis.
Profesor A. B. Stroup, county superintendent,
returned
last night
from Santa Fe where he attended the
territorial board of education meet-

Tinners

W.R.R. Ave.

fXMt KENT.
TWO ICOOMH IV THE HARNETT
111 II. DING, SIX'OND HXMt: ItEST
L( H'.VI'HD ROOMS
IN III ILIMNG.
SUITABLE
l'(ll
LAWVUIl OR
INQUIRE ROOM
,
PHYSICIAN.

JVKK JS, 1MT.

Madam

BUTTER

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

,

SUitc-nionts-

KANSiS CITY
Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

nuerqii this afternoon en route to
Presidio, Cal., from Fort Bliss, Tex.
H J. Adams, of Globe, ' Ariz., pasR-- ,
ed through the city today en route
to Ishpetnlng. Mich., where he will
be the groom in a marriage ceremony
next week.
H. U. Ferguson left last night for
Washington. Lv C, where he will
ur. vi in it nmi: si
represent the democrats or the terIn the Larrazolo-Andrew- s
conI
louver t't'.. Inn.. 3.- - ( ifiifially ritory
I'loliM' li the test.
f.ilr tcinlKlit ninl Fri.ln
Mrs. Peter Murphy has returned to
north portion of tin' ti'tiilury to- I.as Vegas, from Colorado Springs,
niitht.
where she was called by the death
of Mr. C. C. Dolman, formerly of the
TIIAIX AKUIVAI.S.
Meadow City.
.Vii. S.
on time.
On time.
Miss Oeorgle M. Kellogg and her
Xn. 4
First N'. 1. On time.
friend, Mrs. Maria m Montgomery, of
Los Angeles, will spend Friday In
Sffiiinl No. 1. On time.
N'o. 7.
On time.
this city with Mrs. J. E. Elder, a
No. 9. On timo.
sister of Miss Kellogg.
of HI incu, N". M.
Simon P.'irli lain-W. P.. Smythe. a Santa Fe civil enIs a visitor In Santa Fe.
gineer, Is In Cowles. In the Upper
J. E. Puulley. nn F.st.inci:i business Pecos region, where he Is making the
mini, is In Santa Fe today.
tiiinl survey for a railroad from the
Fe, Pecos Mining company's property at
August ItolnRolil.
of Santa
Cowles to the Peeos switch on the
spent the day In Albuquerque.
Fe railway, a distance of sixJoseph K. Saint, of Clone, Ariz., Santa
teen miles.
Is a Silver City, N. M.. visl'.o-L. Ohlin. of Gibson. X. Jl., is In
the city today transacting business.
CONVICT'S BLOOD FLOWED
N. A. Smith and wife, of Wilsey,
Kan., are in the city, the guests of
friends.
Miss Nellie Brewer filed her notary
FR0MJ0UN0S
public commission at the probate
clerk's otlice today.
Mrs. C. X. Blockwell returned to
(.Continued from Page One.)
her home In Kuton last night after
a visit In Lus Vegas.
Will .I.icoby. of Las duces, X. M., blood (lowed from his wounds.
.
Itrvcn Sticks to
Is In Globe.
Ariz.,
attending the
An attempt was made upon cross
wedding of a relative.
to shake Breen's testiCharles Jatnez, a well known resi examination
mony but without avail. He did not
dent of Thoreau. X. M., arrived heie once
contradict or correct his former
today on the limited.
A number of other witFrank Ortlr. and family, of Santa statements.
are yet to be called. It is said
Fe, attended the feast of St. Anthony nesses will
some sensational testibe
there
at Clenega, X. M., today.
mony In connection with the alleged
Albuin
Mr. Watermelon arrived
of Thomas Caldwell,
querque yesterday and will visit many maltreatment
who was In the penitentiary only for
homes in this city today.
safe keeping and not a convict, provMiss Virginia White, of Santa Fe, en guilty of crime.
through the city .yesterday
d
Worm? Tlitn Kven Expected.
en route to the City of Mexico.
has
The testimony thus secured
George A. Kaseman, treasurer of been even worse than was expected
Coal
Albuquerque
the
and Cerrlllos
although the capital has been stirred
Co., Is in Santa Fe on business.
for some weeks by the statements
Klchard Morrison, of Beaumont. that the convicts had been InhumanTexas, was In the city yesterday en ly dealt with.
Heports are to the
route home from Las Vegas.
effect that the most damaging tesagainst Trelford is yet to
W. A. lSudilecke, president of the timony
Las Vegas Hallway & Power Co., with come.
Is
visiting
St.
family,
in
Louis.
his
Jose Montoya, a well known merchant of San Marclal, arrived here
this morning on a business mission.
U. L. Lyddane, claim agent, has
Steward-Lam- b
been presented with a new desk and
other oillee accessories by the Santa
Fe.
WILL SELL ALL TRIMMED HATS
Ferdinand liarthels and bride have AT ONE HALF MARKED PItlCE,
teturned to Las Vegas from St. Louis, COMMENCING TUESDAY MORNwhere they were married last Wed- ING. JNUE MTU. 210 SOUTH SECnesday.
of OND STREET.
W. H. Decker, superintendent
the Gallup schools, was in the city
last nieht en route to his home from
Santa Fe.
Charles G. Hedgecock has returned
to Las Vegas from La Fayette. Ind.,
where lie has been attending Purdue
WAIT FOR IT
University.
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Will Make Your Feet Comfortable
During the Hottest Weather.

Women's Wliite Canvas Onfonl
Women's Gray ranvai Oxfordi
Women's Tan Kid Oxf nl
Women's IJlaok Kill Oxford
Women's Patent KUl Oxford
Men's Gray CiiniM Oxfords
Men's Vic Kid or Calf Oxford
Men's Patent Colt Oxford .
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Wm. CHAPLIN
FINE FOOTWEAR
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